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(54) DOT RECORDING METHOD AND DOT RECORDING DEVICE

(57) A specific image is first recorded according to a
plurality of dot recording schemes which have an identi-

cal resolution and which are different at least in sub-
scan feed operations. Then a desired dot recording
scheme is selected corresponding to a desired

recorded image which has been selected out of a plural-

ity of recorded images recorded accorcfing to the plural-

ity of dot recording schemes, and scheme selection

information for specifying the desired dot recording
scheme is stored into a rewritable non-volatile memory.
In actual image recording, the scheme selection infor-

mation stored in the non-volatile memory is read out.

and a desired image is recorded on a recorcfing medium
according to the desired dot recording scheme specified

by the scheme selection information.
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Description

INDUSTRIAL FIELD

[0001] The present irrventi n relates to a technique of
recorcfing dots on the surface of a printing medium with
a dot recording head.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] Serial scan-type printers and drum scan-type
printers are dot recording devices which record dots
with a recording head while carrying out scans both in a
main scanning direction and a sub-scanning direction.
There is a technique called the "interlace scheme-,
which is taught by U.S. Patent No. 4.198.642 and Japa-
nese Patent Lad-Open Gazette No. 53-2040. for

improving the image quality of printers of this type,
especially ink jet printers.

[0003] Rg. 2S is a diagram for explaining an example
of the interlace scheme. In this specification, the follow-
ing parameters are used to define a printing scheme.

N:

k:

s:

D:

L:

w:

Number of nozzles;

Nozzle pitch [dots];

Number of scan repeats;

Nozzle density [nozzles/inch];

Sub-scanning pitch [dots] or [inch];

Dot pitch [inch].

[0004] The number of nozzles N is the number of noz-
zles actually used to form dots. In the example of Rg.
26, N = 3. The nozzle pitch k is the interval between the
centers of the recording head nozzles expressed in

units of the recorded image pitch (dot pitch w). In the
example of Fig. 26. k = 2. The number of scan repeats s
is the number of main scans in which all dot positions on
a main scanning line are serviced. In the example of
Fig. 26. s * 1, i.e., all dot positions on a main scanning
line are serviced in a single main scan. When s is 2 or
greater, the dots are formed Internrnttently in the main
scanning direction. This wifl be explained in detail later.

The nozzle density D (nozzle/inch) is the number of
nozzies per inch in the nozzle array of the recording
head. The sub-scanning pitch L (inch) is the distance
moved in 1 sub-scan. The dot pitch w finch) is the pitch
of the dots in the recorded image. In general, it holds
that w - 1/(D • k) . k - V(D • w)

.

[0005] The circles containing two-digit numerals in

Rg. 26 indicate dot recording positions. As indicated in

the legend, the numeral on the left in each circle indi-

cates the nozzle number and the numeral on the right

indicates the recorcfing order (the number of the main
scan in which it was recorded).

[0006] The interlace scheme shown in Rg. 26 is char-
acterized by the configuration of th nozzle array of the
recorcfing head and the sub-scanning method. Specifi-
cally, in the interlace scheme, the nozzle pitch k indicat-

ing the interval between the centers of adjacent nozzles
is defined as an integer not smaller than 2. while the
number of nozzles N and the nozzle pitch k are selected
as integers which are relatively prime. Further, sub-

5 scanning pitch L is set at a constant value given bv
W(D-k).

[0007] The interface scheme makes irregularities in

nozzle pitch and ink jetting Feature to thin out over the
recorded image. Because of this, it improves image

10 quality by mitigating the effect of any irregularity that
may be present in the nozzle pitch, the jetting Feature
and the like.

[0008] The -overlap scheme", also known as the
"mufti-scan scheme", taught for example by Japanese

is Patent Laid-Open Gazette No. 3-207665 and Japanese
Patent Publication Gazette No. 4-1 9030 is another tech-
nique used to improve image quality in color inkjet print-

ers.

W>09] F»g. 27 is a diagram for explaining an example
20 of the overlap scheme. In the overlap scheme, 8 noz-

zles are divided into 2 nozzle sets. The first nozzle set is

made up of 4 nozzles having even nozzle numbers (left

numeral in each circle) and the second nozzle set is

made up of 4 nozzles having odd nozzle numbers. In

25 each main scan, the nozzle sets are each intermittently

driven to form dots in the main scanning direction once
every (s) dots. Since s = 2 in the example of Rg. 27. a
dot is formed at every second dot position. The timing of
the driving of the nozzle sets is controlled so that the

30 each nozzle set forms dots at different positions from
the other in the main scanning direction. In other words,
as shown in Fig. 27, the recording positions of the noz-
zles of the first nozzle set (nozzles number 8 ( 6. 4, 2)
and those of the nozzles of the second nozzle set (noz-

35 zies number 7, 5, 3, 1) are offeet from each other by 1

dot in the main scanning direction. This kind ofscarming
is conducted multiple times with the nozzle driving times
being offset between the nozzle sets during each mart
scan to form all dots on the main scanning lines.

40 [001 0] In the overlap scheme, the nozzle pick k is set
at an integer no less than 2, as in the interlace scheme.
However, the number of nozzles N and the nozzle pitch
k are not relatively prime, but the nozzle pitch k and the
value N/s, which is obtained by Dividing the number of

45 nozzles N by the number of scan repeats s. are set at
relatively prime integers instead.

[001 1] In the overlap scheme, the dots of each main
scanning line are not alt recorded by the same nozzle
but by multiple nozzles. Even when the nozzle charac-

so teristics (pitch, jetting characteristic etc.) are not com-
pletely uniform, therefore, enhanced image quality can
be obtained because the characteristics of the individ-

ual nozzles is prevented from affecting the entire main
scanning line.

55 [0012] As described above, a variety of dot recording
schemes have so far been proposed. In the actual state,

theimag quality also depends upon th manufacturing
error of the dot recording apparatus. A desired dot
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recording scheme may thus be different for individual

dot recording apparatuses that have been manufac-

tured according to an identical design. In the prior art

technique, it is difficult to adopt a desired dot recording

scheme suitable for each individual dot recording appa-

ratus.

[0013] The present invention is made to solve the

problem of the prior art, and an object of the present

invention is to provide a technique that enables a

desired dot recording scheme to be adopted for each

individual dot recording apparatus.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

[0014] In order to solve at least part of the above prob-

lems, there is provided a dot recording apparatus for

recording dots on a surface of a printing medium with a

dot recording head. The dot recording apparatus com-

prises: a dot-forming element array arranged on the dot

recording head to face the printing medum, the dot-

forming element array comprising a plurality of dot-form-

ing elements for forming a plurality of dots of an identi-

cal color at a substantially constant pitch in a sub-

scanning drecticn; a main scan driving unit that drives

at least one of the dot recordng head and the printing

medium to carry out main scan; a head driving unit that

drives at least part of the plurality of dot-forming ele-

ments to form dots in the course of the main scan; a

sub-scan driving unit that drives at least one of the dot

recording head and the printing medium every time

when the main scan is completed, thereby carrying out

sub-scan; and a control unit that controls the above

units.

[0015] The control unit comprises: a recording mode
storage-unit that stores a plurality of dot recording

modes having a substantially equal recording speed, as

alternative dot recording modes each defining opera-

tions of the main scan and the sub-scan for recording

dots at an identical recording resolution; a mode selec-

tion information setting unit in which mode selection

information is set to specily a desired dot recording

mode among the plurality of dot recording modes: and a

unit that executes the dot recording according to the

desired dot recording mode specified by the mode
selection information.

[001 6] The above dot recording ^paratus enables a

desired dot recording mode for attaining high image

quality to be selected among a plurality of dot recording

modes stored in the recording mode storage unit and

set in the mode selection information setting unit in each

individual dot recorcfing apparatus. This enables adop-

tion of a desired dot recording scheme suitable for each

individual dot recording apparatus accordingly.

[0017] The plurality of dot recording modes may be

different from each other in at least one of two scanning

conditions of: a sequence of sub-scan feed amounts

and dot-forming elements used for each main scan.

[001 8] In this arrangement the plurality of dot record-

IS 920 A1 4

ing modes are different from each other in combinations

of the dot-forming elements used for recording the

adjoining main scanning lines. In the case wher mis-

matching of distances between the recorded main scan-

5 ning lines causes deterioration of the image quality, this

arrangement enables selection of the dot recording

mode to minimize the deterioration of the image quality.

[0019] The mode selection information is preferably

set in a rewritable non-volatile memory. In this arrange-

io merit the mode selection information can be stored in

each individual dot recording apparatus and can be

rewritten if required

[0020] Preferably, the plurality of dot recording modes
include a first type of dot recordng mode, in which a

15 number of effective dot-forming elements and an ele-

ment pitch are set at integers of at least two that are not

relatively prime, and in which a plurality of different val-

ues are used in combination for sub-scan feed amounts

for a plurality of sub-scans, the number of effective dot-

so forming elements representing a net number of raster

lines in a main scanning direction to be recorded in one

main scan, the element pitch representing a pitch of the

plurality of dot-forming elements expressed in unit of a
number of dots. Use of the first type of dot recording

2s mode ascertains a large number of equivalent dot

recording modes that have an identical resolution and

an identical recording speed but adopt different combi-

nations of sub-scan feed amounts. Selection of the

desired mode suitable for each individual dot recording

30 apparatus among the large number of equivalent dot

recording modes enables an image of higher image

quality to be recorded.

[0021 ] Preferably, the plurality of dot recording modes
further include a second type of dot recordrtg mode in

35 which the number of effective dot-forming elements and

the element pitch are set at integers that are relatively

prime. This arrangement enables a variety of different

values to be set to the number of the dot-forming ele-

ments. This accordingly improves the flexibility in selec-

40 tion of a desired mode from the viewpoint of image

quality and recording speed for each individual dot

recording apparatus.

[0022] The plurality of dot recording modes may
include a dot recording mode in which dot-forming ele-

45 merits used in each main scan are selected for each

main scan. This arrangement increases the degree of

freedom in selecting a dot recording mode and thereby

enables selection of the dot recording mode for attaining

higher image quality.

so [0023] The plurality of dot recording modes may
include a plurality of dot recording modes that have a

substantially equal number of effective dot-forming ele-

ments representing a net number of raster lines in a

main scanning direction recorded by one main scan;

55 and one of the plurality of dot recording modes having

the identical recording resolution and the substantially

equal number of effective dot-forming elements may be

speed by the mode selection information. This arrange-

BNSOOCID: <EP 092592OA1J_>
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ment also increases the degree of freedom in setting

the dot recording mode and thereby enables selection

of the dot recording mode for attaining higher image
quality.

[0024] A plurality of recorded test images, which are s

obtained by recording a specific test image in the plural-

ity of dot recording modes, may be captured by a sen*

sor, respectively; and outputs of the sensor may be
analyzed to thereby select the desired dot recording

mode among the plurality of dot recording modes. This 10

arrangement enables selection of a dot recording mode
for attaining high image quality by analyzing the identi-

cal test images.

[0025] The test image may include a plurality of

straight Knes that are recorded by different dot-forming 75

elements and extend in a main scanning direction. In

this case, the selection of the desired dot recording

mode may be carried out by determining an evaluation

value which represents a scatter of intervals of the plu-

rality of straight Gnes for each of the plurality of dot so

recorcfing modes, and selecting the desired dot record-

ing mode based on the evaluation valua Since the eval-

uation value represents a scatter of distances between
raster lines, a dot recording mode for attaining high

image quality can be determined readily by utilizing this 25

evaluation value.

[0026] The present invention is also directed to a
method of recording dots on a suface of a printing

medium with a dot recording head while carrying out a
main scan in a direction substantially perpencfcutar to a so

sub-scanning direction, the dot recorcfing head having a

dot-forming element array inducting a plurality of dot-

forming elements for forming a plurality of dots of an
identical color arranged at a substantially constant pitch

in the sub-scanning direction. The method comprises 35

the steps of: (a) recording a spec?ic test image in a plu-

rality of dot recording modes that have a substantially

equal recorcfing speed, the plurality of dot recording

modes defining operations of the main scan and the

sub-scan for recording dots at an identical recording 40

resolution; (b) selecting among the plurality of dot

recorcfing modes a desired dot recorcfing mode corre-

sponding to a desired recorded test image which has
been selected out of a plurality of recorded test images
recorded in the plurafity of dot recording modes; (c) set- as

ting mode selection information for specifying the

desired dot recording mode; and (d) recording dots

according to the desired dot recording mode specified

by the mode selection information.

[0027] This method also enables adoption of a desired so

dot recording scheme suitable for each individual dot

recorcfing apparatus to record high quality images.

[0028] The present invention is further directed to a
computer program product storing a computer program
for causing a printing apparatus to record dots on a sur- 55

face of a printing medium while carrying out a main
scan in a direction substantially perpendicular to a sub-

scanning direction, the printing apparatus comprising a

dot recorcfing head having a dot-forming element array

including a plurafity of dot-forming elements for forming

a plurality of dots of an identical color arranged at a sub-
stantially constant pitch in the sub-scanning direction.

The computer program product comprises: a computer
readable medium; and a computer program stored on
the computer readable medium. The computer program
comprises: a first program code that causes a computer
to read a desired dot recording mode from a first stor-

age unit for storing a plurality of dot recorcfing modes
according to mode selection infonmlion which has
been set in advance for spewing the desired dot record-

ing mode among the plurality of dot recording modes;
and a second program code that causes the computer
to execute dot recording according to the desired dot

recording mode specified by the mode selection infor-

mation.

[0029] When the computer program is executed by a
computer, a desired dot recording scheme suitable for

each individual dot recording apparatus can be adopted
to record high quality images.

[0030] Various medium can be used as the computer
readable medium such as: flexfcle disks, CD-ROMs,
magneto-optical disks, punch cards, printed matters on
which codes such as bar codes are printed, internal

storage devices (memories such as RAMs and ROMs),
and external storage devices.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0031]

Fig. 1 is a block diagram schematically illustrating

the structure of an image processing system
embodying the present invention;

Fg. 2 schematically illustrates the structure of a
color printer 22 as an example of the image output

apparatus 20;

Fig. 3 aiustratesthe structure of a print head 28;

Fig. 4 shows the principle of ink jet;

Figs. 5(A) and 5(B) show an arrangement of ink jet

nozzles on ink jet heads 61 through 64;

Fg. 6 is a functional block cfiagram showing the

structure relating to the drive and control according

to a dot recording mode;

Figs. 7(A) and 7(B) show the fundamental condi-

tions of a general dot recording scheme when the

number of scan repeats s is equal to 1

;

Fgs. 8(A) and 8(B) show the fundamental condi-

tions of a general dot recording scheme when the

number of scan repeats s is no less than 2;

Fg. 9 shows a first dot recording scheme for k=4;

Fgs. 10(A) and 10(B) show the scan parameters

and the raster numbers of the effective raster Gnes

recorded by the respective nozzles in the first dot

recording scheme for k=4;

Fg. 1 1 shews the nozzle numbers for recording the

effective raster lines in the first dot recording

BNSDOCIO <EP 0925920A1J_>
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scheme for k=4;

Rgs. 12(A) and 12(B) show the scan parameters
and the numbers of the effective raster lines

recorded by the respective nozzles in a second dot

recording scheme for k=4; 5
Fig. 13 shows the nozzle numbers for recording the

effective raster lines in the second dot recording

scheme for k«4;

Figs. 14(A) and 14(B) show the scan parameters
and the raster numbers of the effective raster fines 10

recorded by the respective nozzles in a third dot
recorcfing scheme for k»4;

Fig. 15 shows the nozzle numbers for recording the
effective raster lines in the third dot recording

scheme for k=4; 15

Figs. 16(A)-16(C) show the scan parameters in

fourth through sixth dot recording schemes for to*4;

Figs. 17(A)-17(D) show the scan parameters in the
first through the fourth dot recording schemes for

k-6: so

Rg. 18 shows a seventh dot recording scheme for

k-4;

Fig. 19 shews an eighth dot recording scheme for

k»4;

Rg. 20 is a flowchart showing one procedure of 25
selecting a desired dot recorcfing scheme;
Rg. 21 is a flowchart showing another procedure of

selecting a desired dot recording scheme;
Rg. 22 shows an example of ruled fines recorded
by the procedure of Rg. 21 and a method of reacting 30

the ruled lines;

Rg. 23 is a graph shewing a frequency cfistrtoution

of inter-tine distance Dras obtained with respect to

one dot recording scheme;
Rg. 24 shows another example of ruled fines and 35

the method of reacting the ruled lines;

Rgs. 25(A) and 25(B) show another method of eval-

uating the image quality;

Rg. 26 shows a conventional interlace recording

scheme; and 40

Rg. 27 shows a conventional overlap recording

schema

45

BEST MODES FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVEN-
TION

A. Structure of Apparatus

[0032] Rg. 1 is a block diagram illustrating the struc-

ture of a color image processing system embodying the so
present invention. The color image processing system
includes a scanner 12. a personal computer 90. and a
color printer 22. The personal computer 90 includes a
color display 21. The scanner 21 captures color image
data of a color original, and supplies the original color ss
image data ORG. including R. G, and B components, to
the computer 90.

[0033] The computer 90 is provided therein with CPU,

RAM, and ROM (not shown), and an applications pro*
gram 95 runs under a specific operating system. A
video driver 91 and a printer driver 96 are incorporated
in the operating system, and final color image data FNL
of the appfications program 95 are output through these
drivers. The appications program 95 used for, for exam-
ple, retouch an image, reads an image from the scan-
ner, execute a prescribed processing, and displays the
image on the CRT display 93 through the video driver

91. When the applications program 95 outputs a printing

instruction, the printer driver 96 receives image informa-

tion from the applications program 95 and converts the
input image information to printing signals for the printer

22, (The printing signals are binarized signals for the
respective colors of C, M, Y, and K.) In the exanrple of
Rg. 1 , the printer driver 96 includes: a rasterizer 97 for

converting the color image data processed by the appli-

cations program 95 to dot-based image data; a color

correction module 98 for executing color correction on
the dot-based image data according to the ink colors of

C. M. and Y used by the printer 22 and the colorimetric

characteristics of the printer 22; a color correction table

CT referred to by the color correction module 98; a half-

tone module 99 for generating halftone image data,

which represents image density in a particular area by
on/off of ink in each dot from the color-corrected image
data; and a mode selection writing module 110 for writ-

ing mode selection information, which will be described
later, into a memory in the color printer 22.

[0034] Rg. 2 schematically illustrates the structure of

the printer 22. The printer 22 has a mechanism for feed-

ing a sheet of paper P by means of a sheet feed motor
23, a mechanism for reciprocating a carriage 31 along
the axis ofa platen 26 by means of a carriage motor 24,

a mechanism for driving a print head 28 mounted on the
carriage 31 to control discharge of ink and formation of

dots, and a control circuit 40 for transmitting signals to

and from the sheet feed motor 23, the carriage motor
24, the prim head 28, and a control panel 32.

[0035] A black ink cartridge 71 and a color ink car-

tridge 72 for storing three color inks, that is. cyan,

magenta, and yellow, may be mounted on the carriage

31 of the printer 22. Four ink discharge heads 61
through 64 are formed on the print head 28 that is dis-

posed in the lower portion of the carriage 31. and ink

supply conduits 65 (see Rg. 3) are formed in the bottom
portion of the carriage 31 tor leading supplies of ink

from ink tanks to the respective ink discharge heads 61
through 64. When the black ink cartridge 71 and the
color ink cartridge 72 are attached downward tothe car-

riage 31. the ink supply conduits 65 are inserted into

connection apertures (not shown) formed in the respec-
tive cartridges. This enables supplies of ink to be fed

from the respective ink cartridges to the ink discharge
heads 61 through 64.

[0036] The following briefly describes the mechanism
of discharging ink. When the ink cartridges 71 and 72
are attached to the carriage 31, inks in the ink car-
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tridges 71 and 72 are sucked out through the ink supply

conduits 65 by capillarity and are led to the ink dis-

charge heads 61 through 64 formed in the print head 28
arranged in the lower portion of the carriage 31 as
shewn in Fig. 3. When the ink cartridges 71 and 72 are

attached to the carriage 31, a pump works to suck first

supplies of ink into the respective ink discharge heads
61 through 64. In this embodiment, the structures of the
pump for suction and a cap for covering the print head
28 during the suction are not iflustrated nor described
specifically.

[0037] An array of thirty-two nozzles "n" is formed in

each of the ink discharge heads 61 through 64 as
shewn in Fig. 3. A p'ezoelectric element PE, which is

one of electrically distorting elements and has an excel-

lent response, is provided for each nozzle "h". Fig. 4
illustrates a configuration of the piezoelectric element
PE and the nozzle "n". The piezoelectric element PE is

disposed at a position that comes into contact with an
ink conduit 80 for leading ink to the nozzle "n". As is

known, the piezoelectric element PE has a crystal struc-

ture that is subjected to a mechanical stress due to

application of a voltage and thereby carries out

extremely high-speed conversion of electrical energy to

mechanical energy. In this embodiment, application of a
voltage between electrodes on either ends of the piezo-

electric element PE predetermined time period causes
the piezoelectric element PE to extend for the predeter-

mined time period and deform one side wall of the ink

conduit 80 as shown in the lower part of Fig. 4. The vol-

ume of the ink conduit 80 is reduced with an extension
of the piezoelectric dement PE, and a certain amount of

ink corresponding to the reduced volume is sprayed as
ink particles tp from the ends of the nozzle "n" at a high

speed. The ink particles Ip soak into the sheet of paper
P set on the platen 26, so as to reproduce a print.

[0038] In the printer 22 of the embodiment having the
hardware structure discussed above, the sheet feed
motor 23 rotates the platen 26 and the other related roll-

ers to feed the printing paper P. The carriage motor 24
drives and reciprocates the carriage 31 , simultaneously
with actuation of the piezoelectric elements PE on the
respective ink discharge heads 61 through 64 of the

print head 28. The printer 22 accordingly sprays the

respective color inks and forms a multi-color image on
the printing paper P. Concrete arrangements of the noz-

zles in the respective ink discharge heads 61 through

64 will be discussed later.

[0039] The mechanism for feeding the printing paper
P includes a gear train (not shown) for transmitting rota-

tions of the sheet feed motor 23 to the platen 26 as weU
as a sheet feed roller (not shown). The mechanism for

reciprocating the carriage 31 includes a sliding shaft 34
arranged in parallel with the axis of the platen 26 for sii-

dably supporting the carriage 31. a pulley 38. an end-
less driv belt 36 spanned between the carriage motor
24 and the pulley 38, and a position sensor 39 for

detecting the position of the origin of the carriage 31

.

[0040] The control circuit 40 includes a CPU (not
shown), main memories having a ROM and a RAM (not
shown), and a programmable ROM (PROM) 42, which
is a rewritable non-volatile memory. The PROM 42

s stores dot recording mode information including param-
eters with respect to a plurality of dot recording modes.
The "dot recording mode" denotes the dot recording

scheme defined by parameters such as the number of

actually used nozzles N and the sub-scan feed amount
io L In the specification hereof, the terms "recording

scheme" and "recording mode" have substantially the
same meanings. Concrete examples of the dot record-

ing modes and their related parameters will be
described later. Mode selection information is also

15 stored in the PROM 42 to select a desired mode among
the plurality of dot recording modes. For example, when
the PROM 42 can store sixteen pieces of dot recording

mode information, the mode selection information con-
sists of four-bit data.

20 [0041] As discussed later, the mode for recording an
image of the highest image quality is selected as the

desired dot recording mode among the plurality of dot
recording modes. The quality of an image recorded with

each dot recordng mode depends upon the character-

25 istics of the arrangement of the nozzle array on the print

head 28 (that is. the actual positions of the individual

nozzles). For example, the nozzle array may include two
nozzles that are deviated in a separating direction from
the respective designed positions (or in an approaching

30 direction). When these two nozzles record adjoining two
raster lines, a streak of poor image quality portion,

which is called "banding*, appears between these two
raster lines. Th arrangement of the nozzles numbers
used for recording the adjoining raster lines is deter-

35 mined according to the dot recording mode (especially

according to the sub-scan feed amounts) The desired
dot recording mode thus depends upon the characteris-

tics of the print head 28 mounted on the printer (that is,

the actual positions of the individual nozzles). The dot
40 recording mode specified by the mode selection infor-

mation depends upon the characteristics of the print

bead 28, so that the mode selection information may be
regarded as an identifier representing the type of the

print bead 28. In this specification, the mode selection

45 information is thus referred to as the "head ID". The
mode selection information is also referred to as the

"mode ID".

[0042] The dot recording mode information is read by
the printer driver 96 from the PROM 42 when the printer

so driver 96 (Fig. 1 ) is installed at the startup of the compu-
ter 90. In more concrete terms, the printer driver 96
reads the dot recording mode information correspond-

ing to a desired dot recording mode specified by the

mode selection information from the PROM 42. The
55 processes in the rasterizer 97 and the halftone module

99 as well as the main scans and sub-scans ar carried

out according t the dot recording mode information.

[0043] The PROM 42 may be any rewritable norvvol-

6
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atile memory and is, for example, an EEPROM or a

flash memory. The dot recording mode information may
be stored in a non-rewritable ROM. while it is preferable

that the mode selection information is stored in the

rewritable non-volatile memory. Plural sets of dot

recording mode information may be stored in a storage

device other than the PROM 42 or alternatively in the

primer driver 96.

[0044] Fig. 5 shows an arrangement of ink jet nozzles

in the ink discharge heads 61 through 64. The first head
61 has a nozzle array for jetting black ink. Similarly the

second through the fourth heads 62 through 64 respec-

tively have nozzle arrays for jetting cyan, magenta, and
yellow inks. These four nozzle arrays have identical

positions in the sub-scanning direction.

[0045] Each of the four nozzle arrays includes a plu-

rality of nozzles n (32 nozzles or 48 nozzles, for exam-
ple), arranged in a zigzag manner with a constant

nozzle pitch k in the sub-scanning direction. The plural-

ity of nozzle n included in each nozzle array may be
arranged in alignment instead ol m the zigzag manner.

The zigzag arrangement as shown m Fig 5(A), how-
ever, has the advantage of being able to set a smaller

nozzle pitch k in the manufacturing process

[0046] Rg. 5(B) shows an arrangement of a plurality

of dots formed by one nozzle array. In this embodiment
driving signals are supplied to the piezoelectric ele-

ments PE (Fig. 4) of the respective nozzles in order to

cause a plurality of dots formed by one nozzle array to

be arranged substantially in alignment in the sub-scan-

ning direction, regardless of the arrangement of the ink

nozzles; that is. whether the nozzles are arranged in

zigzag or in alignment By way of example, it is

assumed that the nozzles are arranged in zigzag as
shown in Rg. 5(A) and that the head 61 is scanned
rightward in the drawing to form dots. In this case, a
group of preceding nozzles 100, 102, ... receive driving

signals at an earlier timing by d/v [second] than a group
of following nozzles 101, 103.... Here, d [inch] denotes a
pitch between the two nozzle groups in the head 61 (See
Rg. 5(A)), and v pnch/second] denotes the scanning
speed of the head 61 . A plurality of dots formed by one
nozzle array are accordingly arranged in alignment in

the sub-scanning direction. As described later, all of the

plural nozzles provided in each of the heads 61 through

64 are not always used, but only part of the nozzles may
be used according to the dot recording schema
[0047] Rg. 6 is a functional block diagram showing the

structure relating to driving control according to a dot

recording mode. The functional block diagram shows a
head ID memory 202, a recording mode setting Unit

204, a recording mode table 206. a driving-unit control

unit 208, a main scan driving unit 210, a sub-scan driv-

ing unit 212. a print head driving unit 214, a raster data

storage unit 216, the print head 28. and the printing

paper P.

[0048] Th head ID memory 202 stores a head ID

(mode selection information) for specifying a desired

dot recording mode. The recording mode table 206
stores plural sets of dot recording mode information.

The table 206 includes, among the variety of parame-
ters included in each set of dot recording mode informa-

5 tion, a recording resolution, a mode classification a
head ID, the number of used nozzles N, and the sub-

scan feed amount L The recording resolution denotes
the resolution ol dots recorded on the printing paper P.

The mode classification denotes either one of the two

w available options of "Fast* and "Rne". The "Rne" dot
recording modes adopt the overlap scheme (the

scheme of recording one raster line with a plurality of

nozzles). The Tast" dot recording modes do not adopt
the overlap scheme but records one raster line in one

15 main scan with one nozzle. In the example of Rg. 6,

three "Rne* dot recording modes at the recording reso-

lution of 720 dpi are registered corresponding to respec-

tive head IDs. The head ID is an identifier for identifying

a desired dot recording mode according to the charac-

20 teristics of the print head 28. The number of used noz-

zles N denotes the number of nozzles actually used,

and the sub-scan feed amount L denotes the feed

amount of the printing paper P in the sub-scan in

number of dots. Each set of dot recording mode infor-

ms mation includes a variety of other parameters for defin-

ing operations of the main scan and the sub-scan,

although they are omitted from the illustration of Rg. 6.

[0049] The recording mode setting unit 204 supplies

parameters for defining operations of the main scan and
30 the sub-scan to the driving-unit control unit 208 and to

the raster data storage unit 216 according to the print

data transmitted from the computer 90 and the head ID

(mode selection information) output from the head ID

memory 202. The print data here isthe final color image
35 data FNL shown in Rg. 1. A non-illustrated header part

of the print data includes data representing the record-

ing resolution and the mode classification. The record-

ing mode setting unit 204 specifies the dot recording

mode used for printing, based on the recording resolu*

40 tion, the mode classification, and the head ID fed from

the head ID memory 202. Since the plurality of dot

recording modes corresponding to head IDs are regis-

tered only for the "Rne" mode at 720 dpi, one dot

recording mode is specified only by the recording reso-

45 lution and the mode classification, irrespective of the

head ID, for the other modes,.

[0050] The recording mode setting unit 204 supplies

the scan parameters of the selected dot recording

mode, which include the number of used nozzles N and
so the sub-scan feed amount U to the driving-unit control

unit 208 and the raster data storage unit 216. As cfis-

cussed later, the number of used nozzles N and the

sub-scan feed amount L may be varied for each scan,

and the scan parameters including these data are thus

55 fed to the respective units 208 and 216. prior to each
scan.

[0051] The raster data storage unit 216 stores print

data in a non-illustrated buffer memory, according to the

so

55
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scan parameters including the number of used nozzles

N and the sub-scan feed amount L The driving-unit

control unit 208 controls the main scan driving unit 210,

the sub-scan driving unit 212. and the print head driving

unit 214, according to the scan parameters including the

number of used nozzles N and the sub-scan feed

amount L
[0052] The head ID memory 202 and the recording

mode table 206 are provided in one PROM 42 shown in

Fig. 2. The recording mode setting unit 204, the driving-

unit control unit 208, and the raster data storage unit

216 are provided in the control circuit 40 shewn in Rg.
2. The main scan driving unit 210 is embodied by the
feeding mechanism of the carriage 31 including the car-

riage motor 24 shown in Rg. 2, whereas the sub-scan
driving unit 212 is embocfied by the feeding mechanism
of the paper including the sheet feed motor 23. The print

head driving unit 214 is embodied by a circuit including

the piezoelectric element PE of each nozzle.

B. Basic Conditions of Middle Area Recording Scheme

[0053] Before describing the dot recording schemes
used in the embodiment of the present invention, the fol-

lowing desenbes basic conditions required for general

recording schemes.

[00541 Rgs. 7(A) and 7(B) show basic concfitions of a
general dot recording scheme when the number of scan
repeats s is equal to one. Fig. 7(A) illustrates an exam-
ple of sub-scan feeds with five nozzles, and Rg. 7(B)
shows parameters of the dot recording scheme. In the
drawing of Rg. 7(A), solid circles including numerals
indicate the positions of the five nozzles in the sub-

scanning direction after each sub-scan feed. The encir-

cled numerals 0 through 3 denote the nozzle numbers.
The five nozzles are shifted in the sub-scanning direc-

tion every time when one main scan is concluded. Actu-
ally, however, the sub-scan feed is executed by feeding
a printing paper with the sheet feed motor 23 (Rg. 2).

[0055] As shown on the left-hand side of Rg. 7(A). the
sub-scan feed amount L is fixed to four dots. On every
sub-scan feed, the four nozzles are shifted by four dots
in the sub-scanning direction. When the number of scan
repeats s is equal to one, each nozzle can record all

dots (pixels) on the raster line. The right-hand side of

Rg. 7(A) shows the nozzle numbers of the nozzles
which record dots on the respective raster lines. There
are non-serviceable raster lines above or below those
raster lines that are drawn by the broken lines, which
extend rightward (in the main scanning direction) from a
circle representing the position of the nozzle in the sub-
scanning direction. Recording of dots is thus prohfoited

on these raster lines drawn by the broken lines. On the
contrary, both the raster lines above and below a raster

line that is drawn by the sofid line extending in the main
scanning direction are recordable with dots. The range
in which all dots can be recorded is hereinafter referred

to as the "effective record area" (or the "effective print

area"). The range in which the nozzles scan but all the
dots cannot be recorded are referred to as the "non-
effective record area (or the "non-effective print area)**.

All the area which is scanned with the nozzles (including

s both the effective record area and the non-effective

record area) is referred to as the nozzle scan area

[0056] Various parameters related to the dot recording
scheme are shown in Rg. 7(B). The parameters of the
dot recording scheme include the nozzle pitch k [dotsj.

io the number of used nozzles N, the number of scan
repeats s, number of effective nozzles Neff, and the
sub-scan feed amount L [dots].

[0057] in the example of Rgs. 7(A) and 7(B), the noz-
zle pitch k is 3 dots, and the number of used nozzles N

is is 4. The number of used nozzles N denotes the number
of nozzles actually used among the plurality of nozzles
provided. The number of scan repeats s indicates that
dots are formed intermittently once every s dots on a
raster line during a single main scan. The number of

20 scan repeats s is accordingly equal to the number of
nozzles used to record all dots of each raster line. In the
case of Rgs. 7(A) and 7(B), the number of scan repeats
s is 1. The number of effective nozzles Neff is obtained
by dividing the number of used nozzles N by the number

2S of scan repeats s. The number of effective nozzles Neff
may be regarded as the net number of raster lines that
can be fully recorded during a single main scan. The
meaning of the number of effective nozzles Neff wil be
further discussed later.

30 [0058] The table of Rg. 7(B) shows the sub-scan feed
amount U its accumulated value LL, and a nozzle offset

F after each sub-scan feed. The offset F is a value intf-

cating the distance in number of dots between the noz-
zle positions and reference positions of offset 0. The

35 reference positions are presumed to be those periodic

positions which include the initial positions of the noz-
zles where no sub-scan feed has been conducted
(every fourth dot in Rg. 7(A)). For example, as shown in

Rg. 7(A), a first sub-scan feed moves the nozzles in the
40 sub-scanning direction by the sub-scan feed amount L

(4 dots). The nozzle pitch k is 3 dots as mentioned
above. The offset F of the nozzles after the first sub-
scan feed is accordingly 1 (see Rg. 7(A)). Similarly, the
position of the nozzles after the second sub-scan feed is

43 £L(«8) dots away from the initial position so that the off-

set F is 2. The position of the nozzles after the third sub-
scan feed is LL(=12) dots away from the initial position
so that the offset F is 0. Since the third sub-scan feed
brings the nozzle offset F back to zero, all dots of the

so raster lines within the effective record area can be serv-

iced by repeating the cycle of 3 sub-scans.

[0059] As will be understood from the above example,
when the nozzle position is apart from the initial position

by an integral multiple of the nozzle pitch k. the offset F
55 is zero. The offset F is given by (£L)%K where ZL is the

accumulated value of the sub-scan feed amount L k is

the nozzle pitch, and is an operator indicating that

the remainder of the division is taken. Viewing the initial
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position of the nozzles as being periodic, the offset F
can be viewed as an amount of phase shift from the ini-

tial position.

[0060] When the number of scan repeats sis one. the

f following conditions are required to avoid skipping or s

overwriting of raster lines in the effective record area:

Condition c1 : The number of sub-scan feeds in one
feed cycle is equal to the nozzle pitch k.

Condition c2: The nozzle offsets F after the respec- 10

ttve sub-scan feeds in one feed cycle assume differ-

ent values in the range of0 to (k-1).

Condition c3: Average sub-scan feed amount (LUk)
is equal to the number of used nozzles N. In other

words, the accumulated value XL of the sub-scan is

feed amount L for the whole feed cycle is equal to a
product (Nxk) of the number of used nozzles N and
the nozzle pitch k.

[0061 ] The above conditions can be understood as fol- 20

lows. Since (k-1) raster lines are present between
adjoining nozzles, the number of sub-scan feeds

required in one feed cyde is equal to k so that the (k-1)

raster lines are serviced during one feed cycle and that

the nozzle position returns to the reference position (the 25

positron of the offset F equal to zero) after one feed

cyda If the number of sub-scan feeds in one feed cyde
is less than k, some raster lines will be skipped. If the

number of sub-scan feeds in one feed cyde is greater

than k, on the other hand, some raster lines will be over- 30

written. The first condition d is accordingly required.

[0062] If the number of sub-scan feeds in one feed

cyde is equal to k, there win be no skipping or overwrit-

ing of raster lines to be recorded only when the nozzle

offsets F after the respective sub-scan feeds in one feed 35

cyde take different values in the range of 0 to (k-1). The
second condition c2 is accordingly required.

[0063] When the first and the second conditions d
and c2 are satisfied, each of the N nozzles records k

raster lines in one feed cycle. Namely Nxk raster lines 40

can be recorded in one feed cyde. When the third con-
dition c3 is satisfied, the nozzle position after one feed

cyde (that is. after the k sub-scan feeds) is away from

the initial position by the Nxk raster lines as shown in

Fig. 7(A). Satisfying the above first through the third 4s

conditions cl to c3 thus prevents skipping or overwriting

of raster lines to be recorded in the range of Nxk raster

lines.

[0064] Figs. 8(A) and 8(B) show the basic conditions

of a general dot recording scheme when the number of so

scan repeats s is no less than 2. When the number of

scan repeats s is 2 or greater, each raster line is

recorded with s different nozzles. In the description

hereinafter, the dot recording scheme adopted when the

number of scan repeats s is not less than 2 is referred to ss

a the "overlap scheme".

[0065] The dot recording schem shown in Figs. 8(A)

and 8(B) amounts to that obtained by changing the

number of scan repeats s and the sub-scan feed
amount L among the dot recording scheme parameters
shown in Fig. 7(B). Aswifl be understood from Fig. 8(A).

the sub-scan feed amount L in the dot recording

scheme of Figs. 8(A) and 8(B) is a constant value of two
dots In Fig. 8(A), the nozzle positions after the odd-
numbered sub-scan feeds are indicated by the dia-

monds. As shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 8(A),

the dot positions recorded after the odd-numbered sub-
scan feed are shifted by one dot in the main scanning
direction from the dot positions recorded after the even-
numbered sub-scan feed. This means that the plurality

of dots on each raster line are recorded intermittently by
each of two (Efferent nozzles. For example, the upper-
most raster in the effective record area is intermittently

recorded on every other dot by the No. 2 nozzle after the
first sub-scan feed and then intermittently recorded on
awy other dot by the No. 0 nozzle after the fourth sub-
scan feed. In the overlap scheme, each nozzle is gener-
ally driven at an intermittent timing so that recording is

prohibited for (s-1) dots after recordng of one dot during
a single main scan.

[0066] In the overlap scheme, the multiple nozzles
used for recording the same raster line are required to

record different positions shifted from one another in the
main scanning direction The actual shift of recording

positions in the main scanning direction is thus not

restricted to the example shown in Ftg. 8(A). In one pos-
sible scheme, dot recording is executed at the positions

indicated by the cirdes shown in the right-hand side of

Fig. 8(A) after the first sub-scan feed, and is executed at

the shifted positions indicated by the diamonds after the
fourth sub-scan feed.

[0067] The lower-most row of the table of Fig. 8(B)

shows the values of the offset F after each sub-scan
feed in one feed cyda One feed cyde indudes six sub-
scan feeds. The offsets F after each of the six sub-scan
feeds assume every value between 0 and 2. twice. The
variation in the offset F after the first through the third

sub-scan feeds is identical with that after the fourth

through the sixth sub-scan feeds. As shown on the left-

hand side of Fig. 8(A), the six sub-scan feeds induded
in one feed cycle can be divided into two sets of sub-
cycles, each including three sub-scan feeds. One feed

cycle of the sub-scan feeds is completed by repeating

the sub-cydes s times.

[0068] When the number of scan repeats s is an inte-

ger of not less than 2, the first through the third condi-

tions cl to c3 discussed above are rewritten into the

following conditions c1' through c3*:

Condition cl The number of sub-scan feeds in one
feed cyde is equal to a product (kxs) of the nozzle

pitch k and the number of scan repeats s.

Condition cZ: The nozzle offsets F after the respec-

tive sub-scan feeds in one feed cyde assume every

value between 0 to (k-1). s times.

Condition c3*: Average sub-scan feed amount
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(LL/(kxs)} is equal to the number of effective noz-

zles Neff («N/s). In other words, the accumulated
value IL of the sub-scan feed amount L for the

whole feed cycle is equal to a product

{Neff x (kxs)} of the number of effective nozzles 5
Neff and the number of sub-scan feeds (kxs).

[0069] The above conditionsd * through c3' hold even
when the number of scan repeats s is one. This means
that the conditionsd ' through c3* generally hold for the 10

dot recording scheme irrespective of the number of

scan repeats & When these three conditions cl*

through c3* are satisfied, there is no skipping or over-

writing of dots recorded in the effective record area. If

the overlap scheme is applied (if the number of scan is

repeats s is not less than 2), the recording positions on
the same raster should be shifted from each other in the

main scanning direction.

[00701 Partial overlapping may be appbed for some
recording schemes. In the "partial overlap" scheme, 20

some raster lines are recorded by one noz2le and other

raster fines are recorded by mutaple nozzles. The
number of effective nozzles Neff can be also defined in

the partial overlap scheme. By way of example, rf two
nozzles among four used nozzles cooperatively record 2s

one identical raster line and each of the other two noz-

zles records one raster line, the number of effective noz-

zles Neff is 3. The three conditions d' through c3*

discussed above also hold for the partial overlap

scheme. 30

[0071] ft may be considered that the number of effec-

tive nozzles Neff indicates the net number of raster lines

recordable in a single main scan. For example, when
the number of scan repeats sis 2. N raster lines can be
recorded by two main scans where N is the number of 35

actually-used nozzles. The net number of raster lines

recordable in a single main scan is accordingly equal to

N/S (that is, Neff). The number of effective nozzles Neff

in this embodiment corresponds to the number of effec-

tive dot forming elements in the present invention. 40

C. Examples of various Dot Recording Schemes

[0072] Rg. 9 shows a first dot recording scheme with

the dot pitch k equal to 4 dots. The scan parameters of 4S

this dot recording scheme are shown at the bottom of

Fig. 9, where the nozzle pitch k is equal to 4 dots, the

number of used nozzles N is equal to 8, the number of

scan repeats s is equal to 1, and the number of effective

nozzles Neff is equal to 8. so

[0073] In the example of Rg. 9, nozzle numbers #0
through #7 are allocated to the eight used nozzles from

the top. In the first dot recording scheme for k=4, four

sub-scan feeds constitute one cycle, and the amount of

the sub-scan feed L is varied in the sequence of 10. 7, ss

6. and 9 dots. This means that a plurality of different val-

ues are used for the sub-scan feed amount L The posi-

tions of the eight nozzles in the respective sub-scan

feeds are shewn by four different figures. The right-hand

side of Rg. 9 shows by which nozzle and after which
sub-scan feed the dots on the raster lines in the effec-

tive record area are to be recorded. In the first dot
recording scheme for k*4, a non-effective record area of

20 raster Ones is present before the effective record

area. Namely the effective record area starts at the 21st
raster line from the upper end of the nozzle scan area
(the range intruding the effective record area and the

non-effective record area). The nozzle position in the
first main scan is set to be apart from the upper end of

the printing paper by a predetermined distance. The
earlier starting position of the effective record area ena-
bles the dots to be recorded from the position closer to

the upper end of the printing paper.

[0074] Hgs. 10(A) and 10(B) show the scan parame-
ters and the raster numbers of the effective raster Ones
recorded by the respective nozzles in the first dot
recording scheme for k«4. The table of Rg. 1 0(A) shows
the sub-scan feed amount L and its summation LL for

each sub-scan feed and the nozzle offset F after each
sub-scan feed.

[0075] The parameters shown in Rg. 10(A) satisfy the

three conditions cV through c3' discussed above. The
number of sub-scan feeds in one cycle is equal to the

product (kxs=4) of the nozzle pitch k(=4) and the

number of scan repeats s(=»1) (the first condition cl*).

The nozzle offset F after each sub-scan feed in one
cycle assumes the values in the range of 0 to (k-1) (i.e.,

in the range of 0 to 3) (the second condition c2*). The
average sub-scan feed amount (EL/k) is equal to the

number of effective nozzles Neff(=8) (the third condition

c3*). The first dot recording scheme for k»4 accordingly

satisfies the fundamental requirements; that is, there is

no dropout or overlap of recorded raster lines in the

effective record area.

[0076] The first dot recording scheme for k«4 also has
the following two features. The first feature is that the

nozzle pitch k and the number of used nozzles N are

integers which are no less than 2 and which are not rel-

atively prime. The second feature is that a plurality of

different values are used for the sub-scan feed amount
L As discussed previously in the prior art, the conven-

tional dot recording scheme sets the number of nozzles

N and the nozzle pitch k at the integers that are rela-

tively prime. The number of nozzles N actually used
among a large number of nozzles provided is thus

restricted to the value that is prime to the nozzle pitch k.

In other words, the problem of the conventional process
is that the nozzles provided are not sufficiently used in

many cases. Application of the dot recording scheme
having the first feature that the nozzle pitch k and the

number of used nozzles N are integers which are no
less than 2 and which are not relatively prime, on the

other hand, advantageously increases the number of

used nozzles as many as possible. The second feature

allows the fundamental requirement that th re is no

dropout or overlap of recorded raster lines in the effec-

10
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tive record area to be satisfied when the dot recording

scheme has the first feature. There will be dropout or

overlap of raster Ones if the dot recording scheme that

has the first feature and a fixed sub-scan feed amount L
is applied. 5

[0077] Fig. 10(B) shows the raster numbers of the

effective raster lines recorded by the respective nozzles

in the main scan after each sub-scan feed. The left-

hand side of Fig. 10(B) shows the nozzle numbers #0
through #7. The values on the right-hand side of the io

nozzle numbers represent which raster lines in the

effective record area are recorded by the respective

nozzles after the Oth to 7th sub-scan feeds. By way of

example, in the main scan after the Oth sub-scan feed

(that is. in the first main scan for recording the effective is

record area), the nozzles #5 through #7 record the 1st
5th, and 9th effective raster lines. In the main scan after

the 1st sub-scan feed, the nozzles #3 through #7 record

the 3rd, 7th. 11th. 15th, and 19th effective raster lines.

The term "effective raster lines" here denotes the raster 20

lines in the effective record area.

[0078] It can be understood that in Fig. 1 0(B), a dif-

ference between raster numbers of the effective raster

lines recorded during one main scan is equal to the noz-

zle pitch k(=4). One scan cycle accordingly records Nxk 25

(that is. 32) raster lines. Since any successive nozzles

are apart from each other by the nozzle pitch K one
cycle does not record 32 sequential raster lines as
clearly understood from Fig. 9. Fig. 10(B) shows which
nozzles are used to record the first 32 raster lines in the so

effective record area.

[0079] In Fig. 1 0(B). the effective raster numbers writ-

ten in the brackets show that the raster lines at the posi-

tions having the equivalent scanning conditions have
been recorded in the previous cycle Namely the differ- 35

ence obtained by subtracting 32 from the numeral in the

brackets indicates the equivalent raster line number. For

example, the raster line of the effective raster number
36 recorded by the nozzle #0 is present at the position

having the equivalent scanning conditions to those of 40

the raster line of the effective raster number 4.

[0080] Fig. 1 1 shews the nozzle numbers for recording

the effective raster lines in the first dot recording

scheme for k=4. The numerals 1 through 31 on the left-

end column of Fig. 1 1 show the effective raster num- 45

bers. The right-hand side of Fig. 1 1 shows the positions

of the effective raster fines recorded by the eight noz-

zles #0 through #7 in the main scans after the respec-

tive sub-scan feeds. For example, in the main scan after

the Oth sub-scan feed, the nozzles #5 through #7 record so

the 1st 5th, and 9th effective raster lines, respectively.

Comparison between Fig. 11 and Fig. 10(B) dearly

shows the relationship between the effective raster lines

and the nozzle numbers.

[0081 ] Four different symbols "
•

"X", "T". and "1" in ss

the second-left column of Fig. 1 1 show whether or not

the adjoining raster lines have already been recorded

before the recording of each raster line. The respective

symbols have the following meaning:

i: Only one raster line immediately below itself has
already been recorded.

T: Only one raster line immediately above itself has
already been recorded.

X: Both raster lines above and below itself have
already been recorded.

•
: Neither of the raster lines above and below itself

have been recorded.

[0082] The recording state of the adjoining raster lines

above and below each raster line affects the image
quality of the raster line being recorded. The effects on
the image quality are ascribed to the dryness of ink on
the adjoining raster lines that have already been
recorded and to sub-scan feed errors. If the pattern by
the four different symbols appears at a relatively large

interval, it may deteriorate the image quality of the
whole image. In the first dot recording scheme shown in

Fig. 11, however, the pattern by the four different sym-
bols does not show any clear periodicity. It is accord-
ingly expected that the first recording scheme causes
less deterioration of the image quality due to this reason
but enables an image of relatively good image quality to

be recorded.

[9083] The third-left column of Fig. 1 1 shows the value

a representing how many sub-scan feeds have been
executed at the maximum between recording of the
adjoining raster line and recording of each raster line.

The value a is hereinafter referred to as the "sub-scan

feed number difference". By way of example, the sec-
ond effective raster fine is recorded by the nozzle #1

after the 2nd sub-scan feed, whereas tie first raster line

is recorded by the nozzle #5 after the Oth sub-scan feed

and the third raster line is recorded by the nozzle #3
after the 1st sub-scan feed. The sub-scan feed number
difference a is accordingly equal to 2 with respect to the

second raster line. In a similar manner, the fourth raster

line is recorded after three sub-scan feeds have been
executed since recordng of the fifth raster line. The sub-
scan feed number difference a is thus equal to 3 with

respect to the fourth raster line.

[0084] Since one cycle consists of k(«4) sub-scan
feeds, the sub-scan feed number difference a may be
the value in the range of 0 to k In the first dot recording

scheme for k=4, it is understood that the maximum sub-
scan feed number difference a is equal to 3, which is

smaller than the possfeie upper limit value k(=4).

[0085] It is ideal that the sub-scan feed is carried out

strictly by the amount equal to an integral multiple of the

dot pitch. In the actual state, however, the sub-scan feed
has some feeding error. The sub-scan feed error is

accumulated at every time of sub-scan feed. When a
large number of sub-scan feeds are interposed between
recording of adjoining two raster lines, the accumulated

sub-scan feed error may cause a positional misalign-

ment of the adjoining two raster lines. As mentioned
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above, the sub-scan feed number difference a shown in

Ftg. 1 1 denotes the number of sub-scan feeds carried

out between recording of the adjoining raster lines. The
smaller sub-scan feed number difference a is prefera-

ble, in order to minimize the positional misalignment of

the adjoining raster fines due to the accumulated sub-

scan feed error. In the first dot recording scheme for k»4
shown in Rg. 1 1, the sub-scan feed number difference

a is hot greater than 3 and is smaller than the upper limit

value 4. This allows a favorable image to be recorded

from this viewpoint

[0086] Figs. 1 2(A) and 12(B) show the scan parame-
ters and the raster numbers of the effective raster lines

recorded by the respective nozzles in a second dot

recorcfing scheme for k=4 in the embodiment of the

present invention. Figs. 12(A) and 12(B) correspond to

Figs. 10(A) and 10(B) in the first dot recording scheme
discussed above. The first and second dot recorcfing

schemes for k»4 have the same nozzle pitch k and ena-
bl images to be recorded at an identical resolution

[dpi]. The same number of effective nozzles Neff allows

images to be recorded at an identical recording speed.

The difference between the first and second dot record-

ing scheme for k»4 is only the sequence of the sub-scan
feed amounts L In the first dot recording scheme for

ks4. the sub-scan feed amount L varies in the sequence
of 10, 7, 6. and 9 dots. In the second dot recording

scheme for k=4, on the other hand, the sub-scan feed

amount varies in the sequence of 7, 6, 9. and 10 dots.

[0087] Like the first dot recording scheme for k=4f the

second dot recording scheme for k=4 has the first fea-

ture that the nozzle pitch k and the number of used noz-

zles N are integers which are no less than 2 and which
are not relatively prime, and the second feature that a
plurality of different values are used for the sub-scan
feed amount 1—

[0088] Fig. 13 shows the nozzle numbers for recording

the effective raster lines in the second dot recording

scheme for k=4. Fig. 13 corresponds to Fig. 11 in the

first dot recorcfing scheme for k=»4. Like the first dot

recorcfing scheme tor k»4 shown in Fig. 1 1, in the sec-

ond dot recording scheme for k*4, the pattern of the

symbols @ representing the recording state of the

adjoining raster lines above and below each raster line

does net have any dear periodicity, ft is accordingly

expected that the second dot recording scheme also

gives an image of relatively good quality. Since the sub-

scan feed number difference a is not greater than 3, this

process enables a favorable image to be recorded from

the viewpoint of minimizing the accumulated sub-scan

feed error.

[0089] As described above, both the first and second
dot recording scheme for k=4 have the first feature that

the nozzle pitch kand the number of used nozzles Nare
integers which are not less than 2 and which are not rel-

atively prime, and the second feature that a plurality of

different values are used for the sub-scan feed amounts
L In this case, there may be a large number of equiva-

lent dot recording schemes that are different only in the

sequence of the sub-scan feed amounts L When there

are a plurality of equivalent dot recording schemes that

have an identical resolution and an identical recording

5 speed but a difference in sequence of the sub-scan feed

amounts U the individual printers have different choices

for the dot recording scheme attaining the highest

image quality. This is because the quality of an image
recorded by each primer depends upon the combination

10 of the manufacturing error of the printer (for example,
the error of the nozzle pitch and the sub-scan feed

error) with the seaming technique adopted in the dot
recording scheme (mainly the sub-scan feed amount).
When there are a large number of alternative dot

13 recording schemes having a difference only in

sequence of the sub-scan feed amounts, such as the

first and second dot recording schemes, it is preferable

to select the dot recording scheme attaining the higher

image quafity for each individual printer.

20 [0090] Although not being specifically illustrated, the

effective record area in the second dot recording

scheme for k=4 starts at the 20th raster line from the

upper end of the nozzle scanning range (the range
including the effective record area and the non-effective

25 record area). In the first dot recording scheme for k=4
shown in Rg. 9, on the ether hand, the effective record

area starts at the 21st raster line from the upper end of

the nozzle scanning range This means that the starting

position of the effective record area in the second dot
$o recording scheme for k»4 is closer by one raster line to

the upper end of the printing paper, compared with the

first dot recording scheme for k=4. Such difference in

starting position of the effective record area is ascribed

to the difference in the sequence of the sub-scan feed

35 amounts L between the first dot recording scheme and
the second dot recording scheme for k»4. The identical

combination of four values is used for the sub-scan feed

amount L in both the first and second dot recording

schemes for k=4, but the sequence of the values is drf-

40 ferent Whereas the sub-scan feed amount L varies in

the sequence of 10, 7, 6, and 9 in the first dot recording

scheme tor k«4, the sub-scan feed amount L varies fri

the sequence of 7, 6. 9. and 10 in the second dot
recording scheme for k=4. The starring position of the

45 effective record area is closer to the upper end of the

printing paper in the second dot recording scheme for

k=4. This may be attributable to the fact that the first

sub-scan feed amount L(-7) in the second dot recording

scheme for k=4 is smaller than that of the first sub-scan

so feed amount L(=10) in the first dot recording scheme for

k=4.

[0091] This can be understood from the following

example. Consider here a dot recording scheme in

which the nozzle pitch k is equal to 12 dots and one
55 cycle includes twelve scans Plural combinations includ-

ing seven feeds of 17 dots and five feeds of 5 dots are

available for the sub-scan feed amount L in this dot

recording scheme. Among all the alternative dot record-

12
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ing schemes, the dot recording scheme that initially car-

ries out five sub-scan feeds of 5 dots and subsequently

seven sub-scan feeds of 17 dots will have the effective

record area which starts at the 1 1 7th raster line from the

upper end of the nozzle scanning range (the range 5
including the non-effective record area and the effective

record area). The dot recording scheme that initially car-

ries out seven sub-scan feeds of 17 dots and subse-

quently five sub-scan feeds of 5 dots will have, on the

other hand, the effective record area which starts at the 10

1 29th raster line from the upper end of the nozzle scan-

ning range. Compared with the dot recording scheme
that repeats the sub-scan feeds of 5 dots first the dot

recording scheme that repeats the sii>scan feeds of 5
dots first enables recording of the effective dots to start 15

from the position closer to the upper end of the printing

paper by 12 raster lines.

[0092] As dearly understood from this example, in

general, the smaller amounts for initial several sub-scan

feeds among the plurality of sub-scan feeds included in so

one cycle tends to start the recording from the position

closer to the upper end of the printing paper. From this

viewpoint. It is preferable to select the dot recording

scheme which has smaller amounts L for a predeter-

mined number of (for example, a couple of) initial sub- 25

scan feeds, among the plurality of alternative dot

recording schemes. In other words, it is preferable to

select the sequence having smaller amounts L for a pre-

determined number of initial sub-scan feeds, among the

plurality of choices having an identical combination of 30

plural different values but a different sequence of the

values. As shown by the comparison between the first

and second recording schemes for k=4, there is a better

possibility that smaller amounts of the first sub-scan

feed L enables the recording to start from the position ss

closer to the upper end of the printing paper. It is thus

especially preferable to select the dot recording scheme
which has a smaller first sub-scan feed amount L
[0093] The starting position of the effective record

area by each dot recorcfing scheme can be known in 40

advance from the scan parameters. It is accordingly

possible to select the dot recording scheme which has
the earliest starting position of the effective record area

(that is, closest to the upper end of the printing paper)

among the plurality of alternative dot recording 45

schemes. In a similar manner, it is possible to select the

dot recording scheme having the latest end position of

the effective record area (that is, closest to the lower

end of the printing paper) among the plurality of alterna-

tive dot recording schemes. so

[0094] Figs. 14(A) and 14(B) show the scan parame-
ters and the raster numbers of the effective raster lines

recorded by the respective nozzles in a third dot record-

ing scheme for k=4 in the embodiment of the present

invention. The third dot recorcfing scheme for lc=4 has ss

the same nozzle pitch k as that in the first and second
dot recording schemes but a different number of used
nozzles N. The third dot recording scheme has parame-

ter of k=4 and N=7, which are relatively prime. The sub-

scan feed amount L is fixed to 7 dots. The three condi-

tions cV through c3' cfiscussed above are all satisfied in

this dot recording scheme.

[0095] Fig. 15 shows the nozzle numbers for recording

the effective raster lines in the third dot recording

scheme for k=4. Unlike the first and second dot record-

ing schemes for k=4 (Figs. 11 and 13), in the third dot

recording scheme for k=4, the pattern of the symbols@
representing the recorcfing state of the adjoining raster

lines above and below each raster has rather clear peri-

odicity. Especially the raster fines whose sub-scan feed

number difference a is equal to 3 appear in a rather

periodical manner. From the viewpoint of the image
quality, the first and second dot recording schemes for

k*4 are thus favorable over the third dot recording

scheme for k=4.

[0096] From the viewpoint of the recording speed, the

fast and second dot recording schemes for k»4 are

favorable over the third dot recorcfing scheme for k~4.

This is because the first and second dot recording

schemes for k=4 use eight nozzles and simultaneously

record eight raster fines, whereas the third dot recording

scheme for k=4 uses seven nozzles and simuftaneousty

records seven raster fines. The first through third dot

recording schemes for k=4 record dots at an identical

resolution, but the first and second dot recording

schemes for k=4 are favorable over the third dot record-

ing scheme for k=4 from the viewpoints of the image
quality and the recording speed. As described previ-

ously, in the actual printer, however, it is possible that

the third dot recording scheme for te=4 attains better

image quality than the first and second dot recording

schemes for k«4. When a plurality of dot recording

schemes are available to execute the recording at an
identical resolution and at a substantially equal record-

ing speed, it is desirable to select an* appropriate dot

recording scheme for each individual printer. The dot

recording schemes having "the substantially equal

recording speed" means that their difference in the

number of effective nozzles Neff is within about 10%.
[0097] Figs. 16(A)- 1 6(C) show the scan parameters in

fourth through sixth dot recording schemes for k**4. In

the fourth through sixth dot recording schemes for k=4,

the numbers of used nozzles N in the first through third

dot recording schemes for k=4 are doubled respectively,

and the number of scan repeats s is set equal to 2. The
numbers of effective nozzles Neff in the fourth through

sixth dot recording schemes for k=4 are thus identical

with those in the first through third dot recording

schemes for k=4. The same repetition patterns are

adopted for the sub-scan feed amount L Since the

number of scan repeats s is set equal to 2. the cycle of

the sub-scan feed amount L in the first through third dot

recording schemes for k=4 is repeated twice in the

fourth through sixth dot recording schemes for k=4.

[0098] The nozzle pitch k in th fourth through sixth

dot recorcfing schemes is identical with that in the first
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through third dot recordng schemes discussed above,

so that images can be recorded at an identical resolu-

tion. In the fourth through sixth dot recording schemes
for k=4, however, the dots on each raster line are

recorded not by one identical nozzle but by a plurality of 5

different nozzles. Even when the characteristics of the

nozzles (for example, the pitch and the spouting charac-

teristics) have some variation, this arrangement effec-

tively prevents the characteristics of a specific nozzle

from affecting the whole of each raster line, thereby w
improving the image quality.

[0099] In the fourthand fifth dot recording schemes for

te*4. the number of effective nozzles Neff is equal to 8,

which is the same as that in the first and second dot

recording schemes for k=4. These four dot recording 75

schemes accordingly have an identical recording

speed. In a simitar manner, the third and sixth dot

recording scheme for k=4 have an identical recording

speed. In the fourth through sixth dot recording

schemes for k«4, the dots are intermittently recorded as so

described previously with Figs. 8(A) and 8(B). The addi-

tional processing time is thus required for the printer

driver 96 to generate the driving signals for intermittent

operations. When the speed of generating the driving

signals is the rate-determining factor in the process of 25

image recording, the first through third dot recording

schemes for k=4 have a higher actual recording speed
than that of the fourth through sixth dot recording

schemes for k=4. The term "recording speed" used in

this application without any explanation denotes the rate 30

that is simply proportional to the number of effective

nozzles Neff (that is, the net number of raster lines that

can be recorded by one main scan).

[0100] The parameters of the first through third dot

recording schemes for k=4 are registered as the three as

alternative dot recording schemes in the recording

mode table 206 (Fig. 6). Alternatively, the parameters

tor the fourth through sixth dot recording schemes for

k=4 may be registered in the recording mode table 206.

It is preferable that a plurality of alternative dot recording 40

schemes record images at least at an identical record-

ing resolution. Different dot IDs are allocated to the plu-

rality of alternative dot recording schemes. As
discussed below, the dot recording scheme that is

expected to attain the highest image quality is selected 45

among the plurality of alternative dot recording

schemes and used for the actual image recording.

[0101] Figs. 17(A)-1 7(D) show the scan parameters of

the first through fourth dot recording schemes for k»6.

The scan parameters of the first dot recording scheme so

for k=6 shown in Fig. 17(A) include the nozzle pitch k =

6 dots, the number of used nozzles N = 48, the number
of scan repeats s = 2. and the number of effective noz-

zles Neff = 24. Six different values (20, 27, 22. 28, 21

.

and 26) are used for the sub-scan feed amount L [dots], ss

The scan parameters of the second dot recording

schem for k=6 shown in Fig. 17(B) are identical with

those of the first dot recording scheme for k=6. except

the sub-scan feed amount L
[0102] The scan parameters of the third dot recording

scheme for k=6 shown in Fig. 17(C) include the nozzle

pitch k = 6dots. me number of used nozzles No 47, the

number of scan repeats s * 2, and the number of effec-

tive nozzles Neff = 23.5. Two different values (21 and
26) are used for the sub-scan feed amount L [dots]. The
scan parameters in the fourth dot recording scheme for

k=6 shown in Fig. 17(D) are identical with those of the

third dot recording scheme for k*6, except the sub-scan
feed amount L
[0103] The number of used nozzles N is equal to 48 in

the first and second dot recording schemes for k=6.

whereas the number of used nozzles N is equal to 47 in

the third and fourth dot recording schemes for k=6.

Namely there is a difference in the number of used noz-

zles N between these two pairs of recordng schemes.
The difference in the number of used nozzles N is, how-
ever, not greater than about 10%, so that there is no sig-

niicant difference in the recording speed. The plurality

of dot recording schemes having an identical recording

resolution and a substantially equal recording speed
may be registered as the three alternative dot recording

schemes in the recording mode table 206 (Fig. 6).

[01 04] Although the nozzles used for each main scan
are fixed in the variety of embodiments discussed

above, the nozzles used may. however, be selected for

each main scan. Fig. 18 shows a seventh dot recording

scheme for k»4, in which the used nozzles are selected

for each main scan. In this dot recording scheme, the

sub-scan feed amounts L of 1 dot and 9 dots are

repeated. While the number of used nozzles N is fixed

to 5, the working nozzle numbers are changed in each
main scan. The first through fifth nozzles are used for

the main scan after even-numbered sub-scan feeds,

whereas the second through sixth nozzles are used for

the main scan after odd-numbered sub-scan feeds. The
nozzles that are not used for recording are omitted from

the illustration.

[0105] Fig. 19 shows an eighth dot recording scheme
for k=4, in which the used nozzles are selected for each
main scan. The cycle of sub-scan feeds in this dot
recording scheme is identical with that discussed above
with Fig. 1 8, but the working nozzle numbers are differ-

ent The second through sixth nozzles are used for the

main scan after even-numbered sub-scan feeds,

whereas the third through seventh nozzles are used for

the main scan after odd-numbered sub-scan feeds.

[0106] The nozzle numbers of the nozzles used for

recording the respective raster lines in the effective

record area are shown on the right-hand sides of Figs.

18 and 19. Comparison between these nozzle numbers
shows that the selection of the used nozzles changes
the sequence of the nozzle numbers used for recording

the raster lines. The sequence of the nozzle numbers
used for recording th raster lines significantly affects

the image quality as discussed below. The actual pitch

of the nozzles in the nozzle array is varied slightly

14
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because of the manufacturing error of the nozzle array.

The manufacturing error may cause a gap between the

adjoining raster tines or a significant overlap of the

adjoining raster lines, which results in banding (a poor

image quality portion extendng in the main scanning 5

direction). Even if the same print head is used, the

banding easily occurs in some cases and it hardly

occurs in other cases, depending on the sequence of

the nozzle numbers used for recording the raster lines.

[0107] A plurality of dot recording schemes which

have different working nozzle numbers as shown in

Figs. 18 and 19 may be registered as the possible

choices in the recording mode table 206 (Fig. 6). This

arrangement enables selection of the recording scheme
that hardly causes the banding.

[0108] A plurality of dot recording schemes that regu-

late the number of used nozzles N in each scan may be
registered as the plurality of alternative dot recording

schemes. One available process uses N1 nozzles in the

main scan after even-numbered sub-scan feeds and N2
nozzles (N1 and N2 are different integers) in the main

scan after odd-numbered sub-scan feeds. Regulation of

the number of used nozzles in each main scan further

increases the degree of freedom in setting the scan

parameters and thereby enhances the possibility of

selecting an appropriate dot recording scheme. When it

is assumed that the number of scan repeats s is equal

to 1 in the above case, the average number of effective

nozzles Neff is equal to (N1 +N2)/2 . It is thought that the

recording speed is substantially proportional to this

average number of effective nozzles Neff.

[0109] By considering the above embodiments, a plu-

rality of dot recorcfing schemes which have at least an

identical recording resolution and a substantially equal

recording speed are adopted as the plurality of alterna-

tive dot recording schemes. A variety of groups each

including a plurality of alternative dot recording

schemes and having the following different features can

bethought:

(Feature 1): To have an identical recording speed

(the average number of effective nozzles).

(Feature 2): To include schemes that use a fixed

value for the sub-scan feed amount L.

(Feature 3): To include schemes that use a plurality

of different values for the sub-scan feed amount L
(Feature 4): To include schemes that use a plurality

of different values for the sub-scan feed amount L

and have different sequences of the values.

(Feature 5): To include schemes that have the

number of scan repeats of not less than 2.

(Feature 6): To include schemes that use different

nozzles in each main scan.

(Feature 7): To include schemes that use different

numbers of nozzles in each main scan.

[01 1 0] In many cases, each group including the plural-

ity of alternative dot recording schemes (hereinafter

referred to as the "selection group") simultaneously has

some of these Features. The selection group including

the first through third dot recording schemes for k*4
shown in Figs. 10(A) through 15 has Features 2. 3. and

4. The selection group including the first through fourth

dot recording schemes for te>6 shown in Figs. 17(A)-

17(D) has Features 3, 4, 5, and 7. Appropriate combina-

tion of Features 1 through 7 enhances the degree of

freedom in setting the scan parameters of a dot record-

ing scheme, thereby enabling to define a dot recording

scheme for attaining higher image quality.

[0111] When the selection group having the variety of

Features is registered in the recording mode table 206
(Rg. 6), there is a better possibility of selecting an
appropriate dot recording scheme attaining high image

quality according to the characteristics of the print head
28.

[01 12] From the viewpoint of reducing the banding, it

is desirable that each dot recording scheme included in

one selection group has a different combination of noz-

zles used for recording the adjoining raster lines from

the combinations attained by the other dot recording

schemes. More specifically, it is preferable that there is

a difference in at least one of the two scanning condi-

tions, that is, the sequence of the sub-scan feed

amounts and the nozzles used in each main scan,

between each dot recording scheme and another dot

recording scheme included in the same group. The "dif-

ferent sequence of the sub-scan feed amounts" means
that the orders of the sub-scan feed amounts L are dif-

ferent. The "different nozzles used in each main scan"

means both the case in which the number of used noz-

zles is different and the case in which the number of

used nozzles is identical but the positions of the used

nozzles are cfifferent as shown in Figs. 18 and 19.

D. Selection of Desired Dot recording scheme

[01 13] Fig. 20 is a flowchart showing a procedure of

selecting a desired del recording schema At step SI, a
predetermined test pattern (a test image) is printed with

the color printer 22 according to a plurality of dot record-

ing schemes, respectively, which have at least an iden-

tical resolution. As described previously, the scan

parameters for the plurality of dot recording schemes

are stored in either the PROM 42 (Rg. 2) in the color

printer 22 or the printer driver 96 (Fig. 1). In the struc-

ture of Rg. 6, the scan parameters with respect to the

plurality of dot recording schemes are stored in the

recording mode table 206.

[01 14] At step S2, the inspector observes the plurality

of printed test patterns and selects the dot recording

scheme that attains an image of the highest quality. The

test image used here is an image that may cause a con-

spicuous banding (a streak-like poor image quality por-

tion extending in the main scanning direction) according

to th actual nozzle positions. Available examples of the

test image include a gray pattern (an image of a single
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color) having a uniform density of about 50% to 70%, a
gray scale (an image including an array of areas

(patches) having different densities), and an image of

uniform flesh tint

[0115] At step S3, an inspector specifies a desired dot s

recording scheme with non-illustrated input means of

the computer 90, such as a keyboard and a mouse. The
mode selection information writing module 1 10 (Fig. 1)

of the printer driver 96 writes and registers mode selec-

tion information (or head ID) representing the specified, 10

desired dot recording scheme into the PROM 42 of Fig.

2(the head ID memory 202 of Fig. 6).

[0116] Fig. 21 is a flowchart showing another proce-

dure of selecting a desired dot recording scheme. At

step S11, lateral ruled lines (ruled lines in the main is

scanning direction) is printed as the test imaga The
processing of step S1 1 corresponds to the processing

of step S1 in the flowchart of Fig. 20.

[0117] Fig. 22 shows an example of lateral ruled lines

recorded according to the procedure of Rg. 21 and a 20

method of reading the lateral ruled lines. The upper por-

tion of Fig. 22 illustrates an example of twenty lateral

ruled tines recorded according to the first dot recording

scheme for k=4 discussed above, and shows which
nozzles are used to record the respective ruled lines. 25

The lower portion of Rg. 22 shows a linear image sen-
sor 120 and a mode determination unit 122 used for this

processing. The computer 90 executes a computer pro-

gram to embody the mode determination unit 122.

[0118] The raster numbers and the nozzle numbers so

(#0 through #7) shown in Fig. 22 correspond to those in

Fig. 11 discussed previously. In the example of Fig. 22,

the ruled lines on the odd numbered raster fines are
recorded on the left-hand side of the printing paper,

whereas the ruled lines on the even numbered raster 35

lines are recorded on the right-hand side of the printing

paper. This is because it is difficult to discriminate the

adjoining ruled lines when the ruled lines on the adjoin-

ing raster lines are recorded in a laterally equal ranga
Because of this reason, the lateral range for recording 40

the ruled lines may be divided into three, instead of two.

Only one ruled line on the lower-most end (the ruled line

on the 20th raster line) is recorded over the length

including the ranges of the ruled lines on the odd num-
bered and even numbered raster lines. The ruled line on 45

the 20th raster line is hereinafter referred to as the

"common ruled line CR".

[0119] At step S12 of Rg. 21 , the image sensor 120
(Fig. 22) reads the positions of the centers of the plural-

ity of ruled lines. The image sensor 120 used here may so

be a linear image sensor including CCDs or a two-

dimensional image sensor. The image sensor 120 may
be incorporated in the printer 22 or in an image scanner
that is separate from the printer 22. The arrangement of

the image sensor 120 in the printer 22 has an advan- ss

tage of enabling the positions of ruled lines to be read in

the course of printing the ruled lines.

[01 20] In accordance with one possible application, for

example, the mode determination unit 122 executes a
core line extraction process for each ruled line obtained

by the image sensor 120 and thereby determines the

position of the center of the ruled lina The position of

the center of each ruled line is measured as a distance
DIS from the common ruled line CR. By way of example,

the positions of the ruled lines on the first and second
raster lines in Rg. 22 are respectively measured by dis-

tances DlS^a) ancl DIS2.20 from the common ruled line

ca
BH21] AtstepSl3ofRg.2l

f memodedeterrwiation
unit 122 calculates an evaluation value ADras with

respect to a scatter of inter-ruled line distances for each
recording scheme. The Inter-ruled line distance" here
denotes the distance between two ruled tines on the
adjoining raster lines. For example, the inter-ruled line

distance Dras between the ruled lines on the first and
second raster lines in Rg. 22 is calculated as the differ-

ence between the distances DISV20 and DIS2.20 from
the common ruled fine CR.

[9122] The combination of two nozzle numbers for

recording the adjoining raster lines depends upon the
dot recording scheme. This is understood from the fact

that the seventh and eighth dot recording schemes for

k»4 shown in Figs. 18 and 19 have different combina-
tions of two nozzle numbers for recording adjoining

raster lines. Moreover, there are a finite number of com-
binations of nozzle numbers for recording the adjoining

raster lines for a specific dot recording schema At step
Si 3 in Fig. 21, the inter-ruled line distances Dras are
measured for all the possible combinations of the nozzle

numbers for recording the adjoining raster lines in each
dot recording scheme.

[0123] Rg. 23 is a graph showing a frequency <fistri-

bution of the inter-ruled One distance Dras obtained for

one dot recording scheme. As shown in Rg. 23P it is

expected that the inter-ruled line cfistance Dras has a
frequency distribution approximated by a normal cfistri-

bution. The difference ADras between the maximum
and minimum of the inter-ruled line distance Dras may
be used as the evaluation value with respect to the scat-

ter of the inter-ruled line distances Dras. A standard
deviation a or a variance of the frequency dtstrfcution of

the inter-ruled line distance Dras may also be used as
the evaluation value with respect to the scatter of the

inter-ruled line distances Dras. The greater difference

ADras or standard deviation a or variance increases the
variation in the inter-ruled line distance. The banding (a

streak-like poor image quality portion extending in the
main scanning direction) readily occurs when the inter-

raster distance (this is equal to the inter-ruled fine dis-

tance) is not constant but varied. This means that the

greater evaluation value with respect to the scatter of

the inter-ruled line distances tends to readHy cause the

banding. As clearly understood from this explanation, a
variety of statistical values representing the scatter (or

variation) of the inter-ruled tin distances Dras may be
used as the evaluation value of the image quality based
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on the ruled lines pattern.

[0124] In the above example, the distance between

two ruled lines on the adjoining raster lines is used as

the inter-ruled line distance Dras. The distance between

two ruled lines apart by a plurality of raster lines may be

used instead. For example, a distance between two

ruled lines apart by four raster lines and a distance

between two ruled lines apart by six raster lines are

applicable. The reason for taking this arrangement is as

follows. An increase in recordng resolution in the sub-

seaming direction narrows the width of one raster line

and causes the banding to be conspicuous when the

distance between several raster lines is varied. In such

cases, the arrangement of measuring the distance

between two ruled lines that are apart by a plurality of

raster lines and using the statistical value representing

the scatter of the distances as the evaluation value of

the image quality enables selection of the dot recording

scheme that hardly causes the conspicuous banding.

[0125] At step S1 4 of Fig. 21 , the mode determination

unit 120 compares the evaluation values aDras with

respect to the scatter of the inter-ruled line distances

obtained for a plurality of dot recording schemes,

selects the dot recording scheme having the minimum

evaluation value ADras, and sets the head ID of the

selected dot recording scheme in the head ID memory
202. The processing of step Si4 corresponds to that of

step S3 in the flowchart of Fig. 20.

[0126] Fig. 24 shows another example of lateral ruled

fines and the method of reading the lateral ruled lines.

The upper portion of Fig. 24 shows an example of lat-

eral ruled lines recorded with all the nozzles included in

a nozzle array for one color. It is here assumed that the

nozzle array includes eight nozzles having the nozzle

numbers #0 through #7. The even numbered nozzles

record ruled fines on the left-hand side of the printing

paper, whereas the odd numbered nozzles record ruled

lines on the right-hand side of the printing paper. One
ruled line on the lower-most end (that is, the ruled line

recorded by the nozzle #7) is the common ruled line CR.

These ruled lines are recorded simultaneously in one

main scan. The distance between the adjoining ruled

lines is accordingly equal to the nozzle pitch k [dots].

Like the example of Fig. 22, the lateral range for record-

ing the ruled fines may be divided into three, instead of

two.

[0127] The processing similar to that of Fig. 21 is car-

ried out for the ruled fines shown in Fig. 24. At step S12.

the centeral position of each ruled line in Fig. 24 is

measured by the distance DIS from the common ruled

line CR. For example, the positions of the ruled lines

recorded by the nozzles having the nozzle numbers #0

and #1 are measured respectively by distances DISq.7

and DIS1.7 from the common ruled fine CR.

[0128] In the case of the ruled lines shown in Fig. 24,

the determination of the inter-ruled line distance Dras at

step S13 is implemented by a slightly different process

from that in the case of Fig. 22. In the actual printing

state, the combination of the nozzles for recording

adjoining raster lines depends upon the dot recording

scheme, and there are a finite number of combinations

of the nozzle numbers for recordrtg adjoining raster

5 lines for each dot recording scheme. In the case of the

ruled lines as shown in Fig. 24, the inter-ruled line dis-

tances Dras are calculated according to the combina-

tion of the nozzle numbers for recording adjoining raster

lines in the actual recording state. In the example of Fig.

to 1 1 , the first raster line is recorded by the nozzle #5 after

the 0th sub-scan feed, and the second raster fine is

recorded by the nozzle #1 after the 2nd sub-scan feed.

The inter-ruled line distance Dras between the first and

second raster fines is given by the following equation:

13

Dras = DIS5_7 - DIS V7 + EL •w

where DIS5.7 and DlS^y denote the distances between

the common ruled line CR and the respective ruled lines

20 recorded by the nozzles #5 and #1 in Fig. 24, IL

denotes the summation of the sub-scan feed amounts

between recording of the first and second raster lines in

the actual recording state, and w denotes the dot pitch

[inches]. In this example, the first raster line is recorded

25 after the 0th sub-scan feed and the second raster line is

recorded after the 2nd sub-scan feed, so that IL

denotes the summation of the sub-scan feed amounts

from the 0th sub-scan feed to the 2nd sub-scan feed. As

shown in Fig. 10(A), the summation EL of the sub-scan

30 feed amounts from the 0th sub-scan feed to the 2nd

sub-scan feed is equal to 1 7 dots.

[0129] The inter-ruled line distance Dras between

another pair of adjoining raster fines is calculated in a
similar manner. Measurement of the distances DIS0.7

35 through DIS^7 for all the ruled lines recorded as shown

in Fig. 24 enables the inter-ruled line distance Dras

between any pair of adjoining raster lines to be calcu-

lated in any dot recorcfing schemes. This gives the dis-

tribution of the inter-ruled finedistance Dras as shown in

40 Fig. 23 with respect to each dot recording scheme. The

processing after the calculation of the inter-ruled line

distance Dras is identical with the processing of Fig. 22

and is thus not specifically described here.

[01 30] There are two primary causes of the banding:

45 the sub-scan feed error and the manufacturing error of

the nozzle pitch. When the banalng is mainly ascribed

to the sub-scan feed error, it is desirable to measure the

distance between the lateral ruled lines recorded

according to the actual dot recording scheme as shown

so in Fig. 22. When the banding is mainly ascribed to the

manufacturing error of the nozzle pitch, on the other

hand, the arrangement of recording the lateral ruled

lines in one main scan with all the nozzles for one color

and measuring the distances between the lateral ruled

55 lines as shown in Fig. 24 enables the suHabffity of each

dot recording scheme to be determined with a sufficient

accuracy.

[01 31 ] Figs. 25(A) and 25(B) show another method of
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evaluation the image quality Rg. 25(A) shows the proc-

ess of measuring the density of a uniform-density gray

image Gt. which is recorded as a test pattern, in the

sub-scanning direction y with the image sensor 120.

Rg. 25(B) shows a distribution of the density D thus

obtained The difference AD between the maximum and
the minimum of the density D may be used as the eval-

uation value of the image quality. The image having the

smaller difference AO has the less unevertness of the

density and the higher image quality, so that it is prefer-

able to select the dot recording scheme having the min-

imum difference AD. A densitometer may be used for

measuring the density, instead of the image sensor 120.

[0132] The arrangement of reacting the test image with

some sensor and evaluating the image quality accord-

ing to the outputs of the sensor enables the desired dot

recorting scheme to be selected automatically without

requiring an inspector or a user to observe the test

image.

[0133] It is preferable that selection of a desired dot

recordng scheme is carried out for each combination of

the resolution and the recording speed. When there are

plural combinations of the resolution and the recorcfing

speed as possible choices in the color printer 22, it is

preferable to select one desired dot recording scheme
for each combination. If the difference in recording

speed is insignificant one desired recording scheme
may be selected among the plurality of dot recording

schemes having an identical resolution, irrespective of

the recording speed.

[01 34] The procedure of either Rg. 20 or Rg. 21 may
be executed at any of the following occasions:

(1) at the time of manufacturing the print head 28;

(2) at the time of manufacturing the color printer 22;

and

(3) at the time of use by the user.

[0135] By way of example, execution of the procedure

of either Rg. 20 or Rg. 21 at the occasion (2), that is. at

the time of manufacturing the color printer 22, enables

the desired dot recording scheme for attaining high

image quality to be set for each color printer 22 to be
delivered. Since the performances of the color printer

22 change with an elapse of time, there is a possibility

that a desired dot recording scheme for attaining high

image quality is changed after the long-term use. The
arrangement of enabling a desired dot recording

scheme to be changed after the start of using the color

printer 22 prevents the deterioration of the image quality

due to the time-dependent variation to some extent

From that point of view, it is desirable to allow the execu-

tion of the procedure of either Rg. 20 or Rg. 21 even at

the occasion (3).

[0136] In this embodiment the mode selection infor-

mation for specifying the desired dot recording scheme
is stored in the rewritable PROM 42. This arrangement

enables the mode selection information representing

the desired dot recording scheme to be stored in the

color printer 22 and allows the mode selection informa-

tion to be changed if required

[0137] The mode selection information (the head ID)

s may be set in a variety of forms, other than being stored

in the PROM 42 in the printer 22. For example, the head
ID may be set in a distinguishable manner as an electric

contact or a projection on the print bead 28, and the

printer 22 has an element (a circuit or a switch) for iderv

10 tifying this head ID. The means for setting the mode
selection information is not restricted to the memory, but

a variety of configurations, such as an electric contact

and a mechanical structure, may be adopted.

[Q1 38] As described previously, the printer driver 96
is reads the parameters of the desired dot recording

scheme from the PROM 42 when the printer driver 96 is

installed at the time of starting the computer 90. In other

words, the printer driver 96 reads the dot recording

mode information corresponding to the desired dot
20 recording mode specified by the mode selection Infor-

mation (head ID) from the PROM 42. The processing in

the rasterizer 97 and the halftone module 99 and the

operations of main scan and sub-scan are carried out

according to the dot recording mode information

25 [0139] The timing of reading the parameters of the

desired dot recording scheme from the PROM 42 is not

restricted to the time of installing the printer driver 96,

but there may be a variety of modifications. For exam-
ple, the parameters may be read at every time of sup-

30 plying power to the computer 90. Even when the printer

22 is replaced by a new one, this arrangement enables

the parameters of the desired dot recording scheme to

be read from the PROM 42 in the newly replaced printer

22. In another possible application, the information from
3S the PROM 42 may be read at every time when the print-

ing operation is executed (for example, at every time

when the user instructs a start of printing). This arrange-

ment is preferable when a large number of printers of an
identical model are connected via a network and one

40 printer is selected for the actual printing operation, tn

this case, the parameters of the desired dot recording

scheme are read from the PROM 42 of the selected

printer at every time of executing the printing operation.

This enables recording of an image according to the dot

43 recortfing scheme suitable for the selected printer.

[0140] When all sets of the dot recording mode infor-

mation have been registered in advance in the printer

driver 96, the printer driver 96 is required to read only

the mode selection information from the PROM 42. If a
so reading error of the mode selection information occurs,

for example, because of unsuccessful bilateral data

communication, this arrangement deals with the read-

ing error in the following manner. In response to the

reading error, this arrangement causes the printer to

55 print the mode selection information (that is, the head
ID) on a printing medium and gives a display that

requires the us r to input the printed mode selection

information (the head ID) on a user interface of the
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printer driver 96 (that is displayed on the screen of the

computer 90). For example, a sentence such as "Input

the head ID printed by the printer from the keyboard."

may be displayed in the user interface area on the

screen. This enables the printer driver 96 to carry out a

variety of processes with the parameters of the dot

recording scheme specified by the mode selection infor-

mation input by the user.

[0141 ] As described above, the embodiment enables

a desired dot recorcSng scheme for attaining high image

quality to be selected among the plurality of dot record-

ing schemes which have at least an identical resolution.

The arrangement of the embodiment enables a high

quality image to be recorded according to the state of

each individual color printer 22.

[0142] When there are a plurality of equivalent dot

recording schemes that have an identical resolution and

an identical recorcfing speed but different sequences of

the sti>-scan feed amounts L bke the frst and second

dot recording schemes for k-4. the arrangement of ena-

bling a high quality image to be recorded according to

the state of each individual printer is especially advanta-

geous.

[0143] The present invention is not restricted to the

above embcxfiments or their applications, but there may
be many modifications, changes, and alterations with-

out departing from the scope or spirit of the main char-

acteristics of the present invention. Some examples of

possible modification are gjven below.

[0144] Although the above embodiments are con-

cerned with dot recording schemes for one color, appli-

cation of the dot recording scheme to each color will

implement color printing with plural colors of inks.

[0145] The principle of the present invention is appli-

cable not only to the cola printing but to the mono-

chrome printing. The present invention is also

applicable to the printing that expresses each pixel with

a plurality of dots to attain multi-tones. The present

invention is further appficable to drum scan printers. In

the drum scan printer, the rotating direction of the drum

corresponds to the main scanning direction, and the

feeding direction of the carriage corresponds to the sub-

scanning direction. The present invention is applicable

not only to the ink jet printers but in general to any dot

recording apparatuses that record dots on the surface

of a printing medium with a recording head having plural

arrays of dot-forming elements. The "dot-forming ele-

ments" here denote elements for forming the dots, such

as the ink nozzles in the ink jet printer.

[0146] The structure embodied by hardware circuitry

in the above embodiments can be replaced by software,

and on the contrary, the structure embodied by software

can be replaced by hardware circuitry. For example, the

function of the control circuit 40of the color printer 22

(Fig. 2) may be implemented by the computer. In this

case, a computer program such as the printer driver 96

executed the same control function as that of the control

circuit 40.

[0147] The computer programs for implementing

those functions are provided as stored on a computer

readable medium, such as floppy disks or CD-ROMs.
The cornputer 90 reads the computer programs from

5 the storage medium and transfer them to the internal

storage device or to the external storage device. Alter-

natively the computer programs may be supplied from a

program supply apparatus to the computer 90 via a

communications path. At the time of executing the func-

10 tions of the computer programs, the programs stored in

the main memory are executed by the microprocessor

of the computer 90. Alternatively, the computer 90 may
read out computer programs stored on the storage

merfum to directly execute it

is [0148] In the specification hereof, the term computer

90 implies both the hardware and its operating system

and more specifically represents the hardware operat-

ing under the control of the operating system. The com-

puter programs cause the computer 90 to implement

20 the above functions. Part of these functions may be
implemented by the operating system instead of the

applications programs.

[0149] The "computer readable medium" in the

present invention is not restricted to the portable stor-

25 age medium, but includes a variety of internal storage

devices in the computer, for example, RAMs and ROMs,
and external storage devices connected with the com-

puter, for example, hard cfisks.

30 INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0150] The present invention may be applicable to ink-

jet type monochrome printers and color printers, and to

any recording apparatuses that use a recording head

35 having plural arrays of dot-forming elements.

Claims

1. A dot recording apparatus for recording dots on a
40 surface of a printing medium with a dot recording

head, the dot recording apparatus comprising:

a dot-forming element array arranged on the

dot recording head to face the printing medium,

45 the dot-forming element array comprising a
plurality of dot-forming elements for forming a

plurality of dots of an identical color at a sub-

stantially constant pitch in a sub-scanning

direction;

so a main scan driving unit that drives at least one

of the dot recording head and the printing

medium to carry out main scan;

a head driving unit that drives at least part of

the plurality of dot-forming elements to form

55 dots in the course of the main scan;

a sub-scan driving unit that drives at least one

of the dot recording head and the printing

medium every time when the main scan is
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completed, thereby carrying out sub-scan; and

a control unit that controls the above units;

wherein the control unit comprises:

a recording mod storage unit that stores a plu-

rality of dot recording modes having a substan- s

bally equal recording speed, as alternative dot

recording modes each defining operations of

the main scan and the sub-scan for recording

dots at an identical recording resolution;

a mode selection information setting unit, in 10

which mode selection information is set to

specify a desired dot recording mode among
the plurality of dot recording modes; and
a unit that executes the dot recording according

to the desired dot recorcfing mode specified by 75

the mode selection information.

7. A dot recording apparatus in accordance with any
one of claims 1 through 6. wherein the plurality of

dot recording modes include a plurality of dot

recording modes that have a substantially equal

number of effective dot-forming elements repre-

senting a net number of raster lines in a main scan-

ning direction recorded by one main scan; and
wherein one of the plurality of dot recorcfing modes
having the identical recording resolution and the

substantially equal number of effective dot-forrrtng

elements is specified by the mode selection infor-

mation.

8. A dot recording apparatus in accordance wfth any
one of claims 1 through 7. the dot recording appa-

ratus further comprising:

2. A dot recording apparatus in accordance with claim

1, wherein the plurality of dot recording modes are

dffferent from each other in at least one of two scan-

ning conditions of: a sequence of sub-scan feed

amounts and dot-forming elements used for each
main scan.

3. A dot recording apparatus in accordance with claim

1 or 2. wherein the mode selection information set-

ting unit is a rewritable non-volatile memory.

4» A dot recording apparatus in accordance with any

one of claims 1 through 3, wherein

the plurality of dot recording modes include a
first type of dot recording mode, in which a

number of effective dot-forming elements and
an element pitch are set at integers of at least

two that are not relatively prime, and in which a

plurality of olfferent values are used in combi-

nation for sub-scan feed amounts for a plurality

of sub-scans, the number of effective dot-form-

ing elements representing a net number of

raster lines in a main scanning direction to be
recorded in one main scan, the element pitch

representing a pitch of the plurality of dot-form-

ing elements expressed in unit of a number of

dots.

5. A dot recording apparatus in accordance with claim

4, wherein the plurality of dot recording modes fur-

ther include a second type of dot recording mode in

which the number of effective dot-forming elements

and the element pitch are set at integers that are

relatively prime.

6. A dot recording apparatus in accordance with claim

4 or 5. wherein the plurality of dot recorcfing modes
include a dot recording mode in which dot-forming

elements used in each main scan are selected for

each main scan.

a sensor for capturing a plurality of recorded

test images, which are obtained by recording a
30 specific test image in the plurality of dot record-

ing modes, respectively; and

a mode determination unit that analyses out-

puts of the sensor to thereby select the desired

dot recording mode among the plurality of dot

25 recording modes.

9. A dot recording apparatus in accordance with daim
8, wherein the test image includes a plurality of

straight lines that are recorded by different dot-

so forming elements and extend in a mam scanning

direction; and

wherein the mode determination unit determines an
valuation value which represents a scatter of inter-

vals of the plurality of straight lines for each of the

as plurality of dot recorcfing modes, and selects the

desired dot recording mode based on the evalua-

tion value.

10. A method of recording dots on a surface of a print-

40 ing medium with a dot recording head while carry-

ing out a main scan in a direction substantially

perpendicular to a sub-scanning direction, the dot

recording head having a dot-forming element array

inducing a plurality of dot-forming elements for

45 forming a plurality of dots of an identical color

arranged at a substantially constant pitch in the

sub-scanning direction, the method comprising the

step6 of:

so (a) recording a specific test image in a plurality

of dot recording modes that have a substan-

tially equal recorcfing speed, the plurality of dot

recording modes defining operations of the

main scan and the sub-scan for recording dots

ss at an identical recording resolution;

(b) selecting among the plurafity of dot record-

ing modes a desired dot recording mode corre-

sponding to a desired recorded test image

45

SO

SO
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which has been selected out of a plurality of

recorded test images recorded in the plurality

of dot recording modes;

(c) setting mode selection information for spec-

ifying the desired dot recording mode; and

(d) recording dots according to the desired dot

recording mode specified by the mode selec-

tion information.

11. A method in accordance with claim 10, wherein the

plurality of dot recording modes are different from

each other in at least one of two scanning condi-

tions of: a sequence of sub-scan feed amounts and

dot-forming elements used for each main scan.

12. A method in accordance with claim 10 or 11,

wherein the mode selection information is stored in

a rewritable non-volatile memory.

13. A method in accordance with any one of claims 10

through 12, wherein

the plurality of dot recording modes include a

first type of dot recordng mode, in which a

number of effective dot-forming elements and

an element pitch are set at integers of at least

two that are not relatively prime, and in which a

plurality of different values are used in combi-

nation for sub-scan feed amounts for a plurality

of sub-scans, the number of effective dot-form-

ing elements representing a net number of

raster lines in a main scanning direction to be

recorded in one main scan, the element pitch

representing pitch of the plurality of dot-forming

elements expressed in unit of a number of dots.

14. A method in accordance with claim 13, wherein the

plurality of dot recording modes further include a

second type of dot recording mode in which the

number of effective dot-forming elements and the

element pitch are set at integers that are relatively

prima

15. A method in accordance with daim 13 or 14,

wherein the plurality of dot recording modes include

a dot recording mode in which dot-forming ele-

ments used in each main scan are selected for

each main scan.

16. A method in accordance with any one of claims 10

through 15, wherein the plurality of dot recording

modes include a plurality of dot recording modes
that have a substantially equal number of effective

dot-forming elements representing a net number of

raster Enes in a main scanning direction recorded

by one main scan; and

wherein one of the plurality of dot recording modes
having the identical recording resolution and the

substantially equal number of effective dot-forming

elements is specified by the mode selection infor-

mation.

5 17. A method in accordance with any one of claims 10

through 16, wherein the step (b) comprises the

steps of:

capturing the plurality of recorded test images

10 with a sensor; and
analyzing outputs of the sensor to thereby

selecting the desired dot recording mode
among the plurality of dot recording modes.

15 18. A method in accordance with daim 1 7, wherein the

test image indudes a plurality of straight lines that

are recorded by different dot-forming elements and

extend in a main scanning (fraction, and

wherein the step (b) comprises the step of:

so

determining an evaluation value which repre-

sents a scatter of intervals of the plurality of

straight lines for each of the plurality of dot

recording modes, and selecting the desired dot

25 recording mode based on the valuation value.

ia A computer program product storing a computer

program for causing a printing apparatus to record

dots on a surface of a printing medium while carry-

30 ing out a main scan in a direction substantially per-

pendicular to a sub-scanning drection, the printing

apparatus comprising a dot recording head having

a dot-forming element array inducing a plurality of

dot-forming elements for forming a plurality of dots

35 of an identical color arranged at a substantially con-

stant pitch in the sub-scanning direction, the com-

puter program product comprising:

a computer readable metium; and
40 a computer program stored on the computer

readable medium;
wherein the computer program comprises:

a first program code that causes a computer to

read a desired dot recording mode from a first

45 storage unit for storing a plurality of dot record-

ing modes accorcfing to mode selection infor-

mation which has been set in advance for

specifying the desired dot recording mode
among the plurality of dot recording modes;

so and

a second program code that causes the com-

puter to execute dot recording according to the

desired dot recording mode specified by the

mode selection information.

55
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Fig. 2
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Fig. 5 (A) ARRANGEMENT OF NOZZLEARRAYS
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Fig. 7(A) CONCEPT OF SUB-SCAN FEED (s=l)
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Fig. 8 (A) CONCEPT OF SUB-SCAN FEED (s=2)
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F i g. 9 FIRST DOT RECORDING SCHEME FOR k=4
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FIRST DOT RECORDING SCHEME FOR K=4

Fig. 10(A) SCAN PARAMETERS

NOZZLE PITCH k : 4 [dot]

NUMBER OF USED NOZZLES N : 8
NUMBER OF SCANREPEATS s : 1
NUMBER OF EFFECTIVE NOZZLES Neff : 8

NUMBER OF
SUB-SCAN FEED

0 1 2 3 4

FEEDAMOUNT L [dot] 0 10 7 6 9
XL 0 10 17 23 32
F= (XL) Xk 0 2 1 3 0

Fig. 10(B) RASTER NUMBERS OF EFFECTIVE RASTER LINES
RECORDED BY RESPECTIVE NOZZLES

NUMBER OF SUB-SCAN FEED
NOZZLE 0 1 2 3 4 S 6 7

#0 4 13 23 30 (36)

#1 2 8 17 27 (34) (40)

12 6 12 21 31 (38) (44)

#3 3 10 16 25 (35) (42) (48)

#4. 7 14 20 29 (39) (46) (52)

#5: 1 11 18 24 (33) (43) (50) (56)

#6: 5 15 22 28 (37) (47) (54) (60)

#7: 9 19 26 32 (41) (51) (58) (64)
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Fig. 11

NOZZLE NUMBERS FOR RECORDING RESPECTIVE RASTER LINES
(FIRSTDOTRECORDING SCHEME FOR K=4)
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SECOND DOT RECORDING SCHEMEFOR k=4

Fig. 12(A) SCAN PARAMETERS

NOZZLE PITCH k : 4 [dot]

NUMBER OF NOZZLES N : 8
NUMBER OF SCANREPEATS s : 1
NUMBER OF EFFECTIVE NOZZLES Neff :8

NUMBER OF
SUB-SCAN FEED

0 1 2 3 4

FEED AMOUNT L Cdot] 0 7 6 9 10
ZL 0 7 13 22 32
F= (zl> Xk 0 3 1 2 0

Fig. 12(B) RASTER NUMBERS OF EFFECTIVE RASTER LINES
RECORDED BY RESPECTIVE NOZZLES

NUMBER OF SUB-SCANFEED
NOZZLE 0 1 2 3 4 S 6 7

to 4 14 21 27 (36)

11 8 18 25 31 (40)

12 3 12 22 29 (35)

13 1 7 16 26 (33)

U 5 11 20 30 (37)

#5: 2 9 15 24 (34)

16 6 13 19 28 (38)

#7; 10 17 23 32 (42)
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Fig. 13

NOZZLE NUMBERS FOR RECORDING RESPECTIVE RASTER LINES
(SECOND DOT RECORDING SCHEME FOR k=4)
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THIRD DOT RECORDING SCHEME FOR k=4

Fig. 14(A) SCAN PARAMETERS

NOZZLE PITCH k : 4 [dot]

NUMBER OF NOZZLES N' : 7
NUMBER OF SCAN REPEATS a :1
NUMBER OF EFFECTIVE NOZZLES Neff : 7

NUMBER OF
SUB-SCANFEED

0 1 2 3 4

FEED AMOUNT L [dot] 0 7 7 7 7

IL 0 7 14 21 28

F=» (ZL) Xk 0 3 2 1 0

Fig: 14(B) RASTER NUMBERS OF EFFECTIVE RASTER LINES
RECORDED BY RESPECTIVE NOZZLES

NUMBER OF SUB-SCAN FEED
NOZZLE 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

to 4 11 18 25 (32)

tl 1 8 15 22 (29)

tz. 5 12 19 26 (33)

#3. 2 9 16 23 (30)

#4. 6 13 20 27 (34)

•5 3 10 17 24 (31)

16: 7 14 21 28 (35)
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Fig. 15

NOZZLE NUMBERS FOR RECORDING RESPECTIVE RASTER LINES
(THIRD DOT RECORDING SCHEME FOR k=4)
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Fig. 16(A)
SCAN PARAMETERS IN FOURTH DOT RECORDING SCHEME FOR k=4

NOZZLE PITCH k : 4 [dot]

NUMBER OF NOZZLES N : 16
NUMBER OF SCAN REPEATS a : 2
NUMBER OF EFFECTIVE NOZZLES Neff : 8

NUMBER OF
SUB-SCAN FEED

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

FEEDAMOUNT L [dot] 0 10 7 6 9 10 7 6 9
ZL 0 10 17 23 32 42 49 65 64
F= (IL) Xk 0 2 1 3 0 2 1 3 0

Fig. 16(B)
SCAN PARAMETERS IN FIFTH DOT RECORDING SCHEME FOR k=4

NOZZLE PITCH k : 4 [dot]

NUMBER OF NOZZLES N : 16
NUMBER OF SCAN REPEATS s : 2
NUMBER OF EFFECTIVE NOZZLES Neff : 8

NUMBER OF
SUB-SCAN FEED

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

FEED AMOUNT L [dot] 0 7 6 9 10 7 6 9 10
ZL 0 7 13 22 32 39 45 54 64
F= (ZL) Xk 0 3 1 2 0 3 1 2 0

Fig. 16(C)
SCAN PARAMETERS IN SIXTH DOT RECORDING SCHEME FOR fc=4

NOZZLE PITCH k : 4 [dot]

NUMBER OF NOZZLES N : 14
NUMBER OF SCAN REPEATS s : 2
NUMBER OF EFFECTIVE NOZZLES Neff : 7

NUMBER OF
SUB-SCAN FEED

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

FEED AMOUNT L [dot] 0 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
ZL 0 7 14 21 28 35 42 49 56
F=> (ZL) %k 0 3 2 1 0 3 2 1 0
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Fig. 17(A) . -

SCAN PARAMETERS IN FIRST DOT RECORDING SCHEME FOR k=6
NOZZLE PITCH k : 6 [dot], NUMBER OF SCANREPEATS a .- 2

NUMBER OF
SUB-SCAN FEED

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

FEED AMOUNT L [dot] 0 20 27 22 28 21 26

IL 0 20 47 69 97 118 144

F- (ZD %k 0 2 5 3 1 4 0

Fig. 17(B)
SCAN PARAMETERS IN SECOND DOT RECORDING SCHEME FOR k=6
NOZZLE PITCH k : 6 [dot], NUMBER OF SCANREPEATS s : 2

: 24
NUMBER OP
SUB-SCAN FEED

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

FEED AMOUNT L [dot] 0 27 26 20 21 22 28

ZL 0 27 53 73 94 116 144

F= (XL) % k 0 3 5 1 4 2 0

Fig. 17(C)
SCAN PARAMETERS IN THIRD DOT RECORDING SCHEME FOR k=6
NOZZLE PITCH k : 6 [dot]. NUMBEROF SCANREPEATS s : 2

NUMBER OF
SUB-SCANFEED

0 1 2 3

fNS A.A J.

4 5 6

FEED AMOUNT L [dot] 0 21 26 21 26 21 26

ZL 0 21 47 68 94 115 141

F= (ZD Xk 0 3 5 2 4 1 3

NUMBER OF
SUB-SCAN FEED /

7 8 9 10 11 12

FEED AMOUNT L [dot] 21 26 21 26 21 26

ZL 162 188 209 235 256 282

F= (XL) Xk 0 2 6 1 4 O

Fig. 17(D)
SCAN PARAMETERS IN FOURTH DOT RECORDING SCHEME FOR k=6
NOZZLE PITCH k 6 [dot], NUMBER OF SCAN REPEATS o : 2

47 . NUMBER OF EFFECTIVE NOZZLES Neff : 23.5

NUMBER OF
SUB-SCAN FEED

0 1 2 3 4 6 6

FEED AMOUNT L [dot] 0 15 32 15 32 15 32

ZL 0 15 47 62 94 109 141

F= (ZL) %k 0 3 6 2 4 1 3

NUMBER OF
SUB-SCAN FEED

7 8 9 10 11 12

FEEDAMOUNT L [dot] 15 32 15 32 15 32

Z L 156 188 203 235 250 282

F=» (£ L) »k 0 2 5 1 4 0
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Fig. 18

SEVENTH DOT RECORDING SCHEME FOR k=4
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Fig. 19

EIGHTH DOT RECORDING SCHEME FOR k=4
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Fig. 20

START

S 1

PRINT TEST PATTERN IN
PLURAL DOT RECORDING
SCHEMES

2

SELECT ONE DOT RECORDING
SCHEME OF HIGH IMAGE
QUALITY

S 3

WRITE MODI
INFORMATION

E SELECTION
* INTO PROM

END
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21

AUTOMATIC HEAD ID SETTING PROCESS

START

S 1 1

PRINT RULED LINES

1 2

READ POSITION OF CENTER OF EACH
RULED LINE WITH SENSOR

S 1 3

CALCULATE EVALUATION VALUE
ADras REPRESENTING SCATTER OF
INTER-RULED LINE DISTANCE FOR
EACH RECORDING SCHEME

S 1 4

SET DOT ID FOR RE
HAVING MINIMI
VALUE ADras INTO ]

ICORDING SCHEME
JM EVALUATION
MEMORY

END
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Fig. 22

RECORDINGAND READING OFLATERAL RULED LINES
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Fig. 23
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Fig. 24 ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF RECORDING
AND READING OF LATERAL RULED LINES
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Fig. 25 (A) READING GRAY IMAGE
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Fig. 27

OVERLAP SCHEME
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